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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

FACULTY SENATE MEETING - November 20, 1991

Charles McGehee
Sue Tirotta

Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Bilyeu, Clark, Duncan,
Golden, Roth, Smith, and Yu.
Gerald Stacy, Courtney Jones, Ray Rizynk, Libby Street, Jan Boyungs, Patsy
Callaghan, Osman Alawiye, Gail Wilson, Anne Denman, Connie Roberts and Don
Schliesman.

CHANGES TO AGENDA
None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
*MOTION NO. 2825 Erlice Killorn moved and Thomas Yeh seconded a motion to approve the minutes
of the October 30, 1991 Faculty Senate meeting as distributed. Motion passed.
COtllUNICATIONS
-10/22/91 letter from Frank Carlson, Surrrner Session, regarding salary scale. Referred to
Senate Budget Corrmittee.
-10/23/91 memo from Connie Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, resigning as chair of the
Ad Hoc Corrmittee on University Governance. Referred to Governance Corrmittee.
-10/30/91 memo from Karen Adamson, Accounting, resigning from Parking Violations Appeals Board.
Referred to Executive Corrmittee.
-10/30/91 memo from Karen Moawad, SUB, requesting reinstatement of Samuelson Union Board as
a university corrmittee. Referred to Executive Corrmittee.
-11/5/91 memo from Andrea Bowman, Academic Affairs Corrmittee, regarding academic planning.
Referred to Executive Corrmittee.
-11/5/91 memo from Don Schliesman, VP for Academic Affairs, regarding restructuring Academic
Computing Corrmittee. Referred to Executive Corrmittee.
-11/5/91 letter from Frank Sessions, Sociology, regarding Faculty Code interpretations
concerning phased retirees. Referred to Senate Code Corrmlttee.
-11/8/91 letter from Don Schliesman, VP for Academic Affairs, regarding request for change in
status of Law and Justice Program from a program to a department; see Chair's Report below.
-11/8/91 letter from Larry Lowther, chair of the Grievance Coninittee of CWU Federation of
Teachers (AFT), regarding rights of phased retirees. Referred to Executive Corrmittee.
REPORTS
1.

2.

CHAIR

-Chair McGehee urged all faculty who have not yet submitted their evaluations of the
presidential finalists to do so as soon as possible. The Presidential Search
Corrmittee will make its final deliberations on November 22, 1991 and send an unranked
evaluation of the candidates to the Board of Trustees.
-A forum for discussion on restructuring the Faculty Senate will be scheduled for the
January 15, 1992 Faculty Senate meeting. Ideas and alternatives for increasing the
Senate's effectiveness will be placed on the January 15 agenda.
PRESIDENT
President Donald Garrity reported that the evaluation team from the Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) revisited Central's teacher preparation
program last week. Although the OSPI team was instructed to make no preliminary
corrrnents on its findings, the President reported that the team seemed impressed with
the way all departments had worked together to assure program compliance. The team
appeared to be especially impressed with the high quality of Central's students and
their strong corrmitment to CWU and teaching. The President expressed confidence that
the Board of Education would recertify Central's Teacher Education Program and School
Counselor Program at its November 21, 1991 meeting.
President Garrity recently attended an invitation-only conference in Chicago
with Ron Frye (Dean, School of Professional Studies), Don Cunmings (Dean, College of
Letters, Arts and Sciences), Don Schliesman (Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs) and Robert Case (former member, CWU Board of Trustees) on improving teacher
education programs ["Developing University/Business Partnerships for Restructuring
Teacher Education" sponsored by Northeastern Illinois University]. Representatives
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2.

PRESIDENT, continued
from 20 institutions attended the meeting. Central's delegation developed proposals
for actions which could be taken in the inmediate future.
President Garrity recently returned from a symposium in Japan on international
education. The symposium, which was sponsored and funded by Asia University,
included approximately 25 other university presidents as well as other interested
parties. While in Japan, the President also visited Sanda, Japan's sister city to
Kittitas County, and he conmented on the potential opportunities available through
this association.
The President noted that this would be his final meeting with the Faculty
Senate before he leaves the university. He expressed his appreciation that the Senate
has been able to have occasional disagreements and resolve them in a collegial manner,
and he stated that the Faculty Senate serves the institution well.

3.

VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
Courtney Jones, Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs, reported
that the September state revenue forecast projected a $236 million shortfall for the
1991-93 biennium, but the November state revenue forecast projects a much larger
deficit of nearly $700 million. If these forecasts are correct, the state bud�et will
be out of balance by about $900 million. The O'ffice of Financial MJrnagement (OFM) is
now working on creation of a supplemental budget. Although Governor Gardner
originally stated that certain strategies would not be considered to balance the state
budget, creation of a supplemental budget might now include such approaches as tapping
the state's $260 million "rainy day" reserve fund, increasing or creating new taxes,
not funding January 1993 pay increases for state employees, and possibly cutting
funding to basic education.
Vice President Jones predicted that Central will be asked to make a 2.5% ($2.2
million) reduction in its biennial budget in the near future, quickly followed by a
probable 1.5% cut and then the supplemental budget legislative process. The Vice
President stated that Central has limited flexibility to deal with major budget
reductions, and reductions in the 5% range will affect personnel. The Governor may
suggest a temporary hiring freeze while the supplemental , budget is under
consideration.
President Garrity conmented that, under a 2.5% budget reduction, the least
disruptive reductions have a I ready been taken into account. Sinee Central has a
disproportionate share of its budget committed to academic personnel costs, cuts above
2.5% will impact hiring, which will in turn affect the number of students who can be
served. Although Central has been awarded an enrollment lid increase of 180 FTE, this
amount would be proportionately decreased according to the amount of the budget
reduction and its influence on staffing. The President added that the faculty can be
confident that the Deans have been extremely careful in their documentation and
planning for budget reductions.
A Senator asked whether a student enrollment reduction would be an internal
decision or legislated. The President and Vice President replied that Central has
been repeatedly asked by OFM if the university would decrease enrollments under
certain conditions, but it is unclear at this time if enrollment reductions will be
written into the supplemental budget.

4.

COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES CFR
F me er rice
orn, PE, reported that the CFR met on November 8 at
Western Washington University. WWU President Ken Mortimer addressed the meeting and
posed questions which faculty members should be prepared to answer as budget
reductions become imminent: 1) Who do faculty want to represent them to the
legislature regarding financial reductions and increased funding for higher education?
2) Why can't faculty teach more students than they already are? 3) Why is access
to higher education decreasing although the state's population is increasing? 4)
Where can higher education find dedicated revenue sources? Dr. Killorn noted that
tuition increases may be proposed to offset some budget reductions, but these revenues
are added to the general budget rather than to higher education's budget. She added
that students pay about 25% of the cost of higher education at the regional
institutions (CWU, WWU, EWU), whereas they pay about 30% at the large research
universities.
At the meeting, CFR Chair and Legislative Representative Sue Durrant,
Washington State University, reviewed CFR's 1992 legislative agenda: endorsing
quality funding and dedicated funding for higher education: enhancing instructional
support (including library acquisitions and services): improving access and
-2-
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COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES (CFR)

opportunity for students to participate in higher education; increasing student
financial aid; maintaining tuition waivers for teaching assistants; pursuing salary
equity for faculty (including development of a bill that would establish an
incremental base for faculty salary scales); improving medical and dental benefits for
current and retired employees of higher education; and deleting mandatory retirement
at age 70 for faculty.
Dr. Killorn reported that Senate Bill 5498 (equivalent to House Bill 1409) was
delayed in coITTnittee during the last legislative session. She explained that the bill
included the statement that "There shall be no mandatory retirement on condition of
age for faculty or other designated employees after July 1, 1991 [change date to July
1, 1992 if re-introduced this year]." She added that a federal law expunging
mandatory retirement will go into effect in July 1994, so the passage of this bill
would simply hasten the process in Washington state. President Garrity commented that
this bill was introduced by the University of Washington, and it would have little
effect on CWU.

*HOTION N0.2826 Erlice Kil lorn moved and Walter Kaminski seconded a motion that the
Faculty Senate of Central Washington University endorse support of SB5498/HB1409,
deleting mandatory retirement, by the Council of Faculty Representatives (CFR) during
the 1992 legislative session. Motion passed.
Dr. Killorn reported that the next CFR meeting will take place in Olympia so
that CFR members can attend legislative meetings and meet with legislators on
December 5 and 6. She encouraged faculty members who would like their concerns
expressed to legislators to contact a CFR member (Erlice Kil lorn/PE; Ken Gamon/Math;
Bob Benton/Lynnwood Program) before December 5.
5.

SEARCH COtllITIEE FOR DEAN OF SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Gerald Stacy, Dean of Graduate Studies and Research and Chair of the Search
CoITTnittee for the Dean of the School of Professional Studies, reported that the Search
CoITTnittee (Andrea Bovtman/Education, Wayne Klemin/BEAM, Jean Putnam/PE, Bob
Mitchell/Physics) received 67 applications for the position. Dean Stacy commented on
the extremely high quality of the applicants. By early September, the CoITTnittee had
narrowed the list of candidates to 22, and they further screened the list by
questionnaire to 11. These 11 candidates received phone interviews, and the final 6
candidates were presented to Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs Don
Schliesman. Provost Schliesman selected the 3 finalists, who will be on campus during
the next few weeks: Michael C�rl (November 21-22), Linda Murphy (November 25-26) and
James Riley (December 2-3). Their vitas have been distributed to departments and are
on file at the Library Reference Desk.
A Senator asked whether there were any applicants from the CWU coITTnunity.
Dean Stacy apologized that, because of the awkward timing involved in the process
(recruitment began just after commencement of Spring 1991) the position was not
advertised on campus. He added that department chairs were fully aware that the
position was open.

6.

ASSOCIATE DEAN OF mADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH
Ray Riznyk, Associate Dean of Graduate Studies and Research, reported on his
role within the university. He noted that, in addition to publishing the "News and
Comments" newsletter, he acts as a "connector" between funding sources and faculty,
staff and students seeking those sources. He explained that, although he is not
equipped with the wide area of expertise necessary to write specific grant proposals,
his office will gladly edit proposals, provide advice, and pay for copying and routing
them to appropriate sources. He cautioned faculty and others not to feel intimidated
about going to the executive office suite for assistance and said that he has an open
door policy, with no formal appointment necessary.
In response to a question, Or. Rizynk noted that, although the state economic
picture is gloomy, there are excellent funding opportunities at the national/federal
level. He added that faculty should beware of grants that require "matching funds,"
as these are not likely to be approved at this time. He also stated that he works
closely with Larry Lium, Vice President for University Relations and Development, to
discover private funding sources.
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NATIONAL COUNCIL Fm THE ACCREDITATION OF TEACHER EDUCATION (NCATE)

Osman Alaw�ye, Associate Dean of the School of Professional Studies and Chair
of the "NCATE Coordinating Cotrmittee" (Andrea Bowman/Education-Field Experience; Patsy
Callaghan/English: Don Cunmings/Oean of College of Letters, Arts and Sciences: Barney
Erickson/Math: Ron Frye/Dean of School of Professional Studies: Nancy
Jurenka/Education-Language Arts; Erlice Killorn/PE: Dale Lefevre/Special Education:
Libby Street/Psychology; Randy Wallace/Education-Reading) delivered an update on the
work of the conmittee. The NCATE visiting team will be on the CWU campus November 1518, 1992 to reevalute the teacher preparation programs.
Or. Alawiye informed the Senate that NCATE evaluates programs using 5 major
standards: I) Knowledge Base for Professiona 1 Education, II) Relat ionsh Ip to the
World of Practice, 111) Students, IV) Faculty and V) Governance and Resources. Of the
18 subcategories under these standards, CWU's programs wer. e found deficient in 5
areas: 1) Design of Curriculum (I.A.). 2) Relationships with Graduates (ll.B.). 3)
Faculty Load (IV .B.). 4) Facu 1 ty Oevelopment (fV.C.) and 5) Faculty Evaluation
(IV.D.). Or. Alawiye noted that, although CWU was found lacking in only certain areas
during NCATE's previous visit, NCATE will fully reevaluate ALL categories next
November. The two major efforts being made to assu\"'e NCATE accreditation are
establishment of "The CWU Center for the Preparation of Public School Personnel" and
the development of a "knowledge base for professional education."
NCATE Conmittee member Libby Street, Psychology, pointed out that, although
CWU ·did not 'fail the governance standard, NCATE strongly advocates the "3 e's:"
co1T111Unication, cooperation and collaboration. Central is making improvements in its
"3 c' s" by establishing the "CWU Center for the Preparation of Pub 1 ic Schoo 1
Personnel," which reports to the Dean of the School of Professional Studies. "The
Center" provides an avenue for interaction and development among all faculty involved
in teacher preparation, school counseling, and school administration programs. About
70 faculty members are directly involved in teacher preparation programs, and these
are divided equally among the School of Professional Studies and the College uf
Letters, Arts and Sciences.
"The Center" encourages problem solving, faculty
development and policy formation to assure compliance with NCATE standards (e.g.• all
faculty members must have their classes evaluated by students). Generally, "The
Center" will operate through a subcorrmittee structure, some of which already exist
(i.e.• Special Education Subconmittee, Counseling Subcommittee, etc.) and others to
be formed (i.e., Professional Sequence Subcorrmittee, Foundations Subcomittee, etc.).
Other areas involved with school personnel, such as School Counseling and School
Psychology, will be brought under "The Center's" umbrella. with the Dean of SPS having
oversight of these certification programs.
NCATE Comittee member Patsy Callaghan, English, reported that 80% of those
noted deficient by NCATE failed under the area of "Knowledge Base for Professional
Education -- Design of Curriculum" (I.A.). NCATE detailed specific deficiences as
follows: "There is no systematic articulation of a common 100del that undergirds
professiona 1 education, nor of program-specif le mode ls that shape the selection,
organization, and design of the curriculum within program areas; Faculty have not
identified a knowledge base for professional education in general nor for professional
education relating to their particular program area; The professional education unit
has not ensured that there will be coherence between courses and experiences. and
between purposes and outcomes, across all professional educa�ion and within program
area." Dr. Callaghan stated that the NCATE Conmittee' s research shows that a common
knowledge base does exist. but this was not clear to the NCATE examiners as it had not
From this perspective.. the NCATE Conmittee' s
been defined or conmunicated.
development of an articulated knowledge base has relied heavily on faculty input in
the form of a survey that was completed in Spring 1991, mission statements, proposals
and recent reports about teacher preparation, and in the form of personal discussiom
with a number of faculty. The NCATE Conmittee is translating this information into
a cohesive document (draft - "Faeilitators of Learning for a Diverse World") with the
continuing aid of those involved in the teacher preparation programs. The knowledge
base document will provide a coherent view for students as stated goals and objectives
drive campus-wide syllabi and assessment. "The Center" will provide a mechanism for
monitoring and updating the knowledge base document as changes occur.
Chair McGehee noted that under st.andard IV.B. "Faculty Load," NCATE criticizes
Central for not including continuing education courses and advisement in calculation
of faculty loads. Dr. Street stated that Central's policy is the norm at regional
universities, and although NCATE does not make allowance for CWU'S interpretation, a
deficiency in this area alone would probably not preclude accreditation.
-4-
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7.

NCATE, continued
Chair McGehee pointed out that NCATE has received criticism nationwide, and
he asked if NCATE is conducting an internal review. Dr. Alawiye replied that although
NCATE may be reviewing some areas of its organization, it is unlikely that its current
standards will change other than to add a multi-cultural/diversity component.

8.

SlltltER SESSION ADVISORY COPIIITIEE
Sunrner Session Advisory Committee member Jan Boyungs, PE, reported that the
1992 SullJller Session will proceed under the same basic format as in previous years,
with the exception of a new fee structure approved by the University Budget Committee.
Non-Masters (undergraduate level) students will pay $55/credit and Masters (graduate
level) students w111 pay $75/credit during 1992, with both paying a registration fee
of $40. [1991 tuition and fees: Undergraduate - 10-15 credits, $40 registration fee
+ $540 a $580; 1-9 credits, $40 registration fee + $54/credit; 15+ credits, $580 +
$54/credit over 15 credits; Graduate - I0-15 credits, $40 registration fee+ $750 •
$790; 1-9 credits, $40 registration fee + $75 tuition per �redit; 15+ credits, $790
+ $75/credit over 15 credits). The number and lengths of sessions (two 4.5 week
sessions, one 6-week session and one full session) and scheduling of classes will
remain the same as last year.
Ms. Boyungs reported that the Sunrner Session Advisory Committee will develop
a questionnaire in January (to be approved by the Deans' Council and distributed to
department chairs) to collect information and exchange ideas about changing the format
for Sunrner School. The Advisory Committee will soon deal with the question of
prorating faculty salaries based on course enrollments.

9.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COPIIIITTE
None

10.

BUDGET COPIIITIEE
*MOTION ND. 2827 Barney Erickson moved approval of the 1991-93 faculty salary
distribution as follows:
A.

B.
C.

PROPOSAL FOR FACULTY SALARY DISTRIBUTION
The Faculty Senate recomnends that the funds appropriated by the legislature
for salary increases for the first year of the 1991-93 biennium be
distributed as follows:
1.
Funding for merit be 0.8% of the current salary base.
2.
The remaining 3.1% of the salary base be used to adjust the
salary scale.
Department chairs be defined as 'faculty' for the purposes of the salary
bi11. (There are only about eight of the faculty chairs that meet the
definition of academic administrators defined by OFM if the definition of 50%
teaching holds.)
The academic librarians and counselors with faculty status (as defined by
OFM) be given a salary scale adjustment of 3.1% of the base and the remaining
0.8% be used for salary inequities as defined by the budget bill.

[*MOTION NO. 2816 passed by the Faculty Senate on May 29, 1991: "The Faculty Senate
reconrnends that the funds appropriated by the legislature for salary increases for the
first year of the 1991-93 biennium be distributed as follows:
1)
Funding of merit not to exceed 1.0% of current salary base.
2)
The remainder of the funds to be used to adjust the salary scale
(i.e., cost of living)."]
RATIONALE:
Due to the wording of the 1991-93 budget bill passed by the legislature, many
of the 'faculty' as defined by the faculty Code are placed in the 'exempt' category
as defined by OFM (Office of Financial Management). This creates some problems for
us at CWU since this classification by OFM violates the wording in the Code. There
seems to be nothing we can do about that for the first half of the biennium. We seem
to be locked in by legislative law (not intent).
This law mandates that academic librarians, counselors, and academic
administrators be classified as 'exempt.' (See definitions adopted by OFM - below.)
-5-
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BUDGET COttlITIEE, continued
Academic administrators are defined as those mostly administering. There appears to
be about eight of our department chairs who fit this description and the rest can be
classified as faculty. As a result we are reconmending that we ignore that
classification as, it seems, most other institutions are doing.
The librarian and counselor situation seems to be different and was debated
at great length before OFM finally adopted the definition. The law mandates the
librarians and counselors receive a minimum of 3.1% increase. In order for us to be
in complianc:e with the law and to keep a salary scale in one piece it seems
appropriate that we give everyone a 3.1% scale adjustment and use the remainder for
merit and inequities.
We realize this would cut the merit list somewhat, but feel that is the best
alternative for this time. Otherwise we may be forced into more than one salary scale
to take care of all the variations that appear in the bill.
OTHER CONCERNS:
There seems to be some concern regarding the definition of department chairs
at this time. The wording of the definition of faculty by OFM is "Positions which
conduct mostly (our italics) instruction o.r research." Where do department chairs who
have 50% released time belong? If they are in the faculty pool then we have e\ghl
chairs who are In the exempt category. If they are in the exempt pool then we have
23 chairs in the exempt category. If the latter is the case then we have some other
problems.
Even if everyone buys off on the proposal and the budget bill stays intact
after the legislative session is over this next spring, we wil1 not be able to follow
the same format for the second year of the biennium. The second year mandates that
all exempt people get at least 3.4% of the 3.9% increase. If we did this for faculty
also there would only be 0.5% for merit and that wouldn't go very far. But with the
way the newspapers are reporting, maybe we won't have the problem next year because
there will be no tooney available.

on.·s RECOt14£HOED
A.

EltPLOYEE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The reconmended classification system includes the following categories and
provides a definition for each category:
1.
Classified -- All positions under the jurisdiction of the Higher
Education Personnel Board as defined by Chapter 28B.16 RCW.
2.
Instruction and research faculty -- Positions which conduct mostly
-instruction or research.
3.
Academic administrators -- Positions which administer academic or
vocational programs, departments, colleges or schools except chief
academic officers and presidents.
4.
Academic librarians -- Positions which assist students and faculty
in obtaining knowledge from the college's or university's literary
and media resources and require qualifications equivalent to those
of a public librarian.
5.
Counselors -- Positions which assist students by consultation about
their educational goals and plans and provide assistance with
students' psychological, financial, and health problems.
6.
Administrative and other professiona·ls -- Positions which provide
general institutional management or operations including the
president and chief academic officers.
7.
Teaching/research assistants -- Students employed on a part-time
basis for the primary purpose of assisting in classroom or laboratory
instruction or fn the conduct of res·earch.
8.
Students -- Students employed on a part-time basis assisting in the
operations of the institution (excludes teaching and research
assistants).
Other -- Other temporary and part-time employees of the institution
9.
not Included in other categories.

Dr. Erickson explained that the Senate Budget Corrmittee originally included
a reconmendation A.3. in its proposal that would have limited each faculty member
receiving a merit award to exactly one step, i.e., there be no multiple step merit
-6-
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BUDGET C0tt1IITEE, continued
increases. In discussions with the President, the Budget Conmittee was informed that
the administration wants to retain the flexibility to award multiple merit steps to
those who are especially meritorious, so this part of the proposal was deleted. In
response to questions, Dr. Erickson confirmed that for each faculty member on the
merit list receiving more than one step of merit, someone would have to be removed
from the bottom of the list, but although the number of people receiving merit would
be affected, total dollars devoted to merit would not. He added that the list of
those reconmended for merit that was presented to the Provost by the Deans would not
be fully funded thfs year in any account. It was explained that those faculty members
who are reconmended for merit by their Deans but who do not receive it due to
underfunding are eligible for reconsideration in the future; a new merit list is
developed each year, and those recommended but not funded in previous years are not
automatically moved forward to the new list. Provost Schliesman added that it has
been the custom of the Provost's office to inform in writing those who have been
reconmended by their Deans for merit but who will not be recommended by the Provost
to the President and Board of Trustees.
140TI0N NO. 2827 passed.

11.

CODE C0tt1ITTEE
None

12.

CURRICULUM CotltITTEE
*MOTION NO. 2828 Larry Lowther JOOved approval of University Curriculum Conmittee
pages 1143-1148 with the following changes:
-UCC Page 1143: ART 414 Course Change - Line 4 of description, add a cornna after
"computer."
-UCC Page 1146: Computer Science/Software Design and Application Option Program Change
- replace the cornna with a semi-colon after "solution" and eliminate the words "be
able to." Line 10 - replace the cornna with a semi-colon after "problems." Line 12 eliminate the words "be able to."
-UCC Page 1148: Computer Science/Scientific Computing Option Program Change - Line 1
of description - change "Comuting" to "Computing." Line 6 - change "opeion" to
"option" and eliminate the colon after "will." Line 7 - eliminate "understand." Line
8 - eliminate "know." Line 9 - change "amendable" to "amenable," change "solution"
to "solutions," and eliminate the words "of these problems." Change the last sentence
of that section (lines 9-11) from "This option is an amalgam of some of the technology
of software design and application and the methodologies of mathematical ,science." to
read "This option is an amalgam of software design technologies and the application
of mathematical technologies."

)

Motion passed.
PAGE
1143
1143
1143
1143-47
1147-48
13.
OLD BUSINESS

ART 314 to ART 414
CPSC 187
CPSC 362
B.S./Computer Science (Artificial
Intelligence Option, Information Systems
Option, Software Design and Application
Option)
B.S./Computer Science (Scientific
Computing Option)

PERSONNEL COtlllTTEE
None

Course Change
Course Addition
Course Addition
Program Change
Program Change

Proposed Changes to Faculty Senate Bylaws-*MOTION NO. 2829:

)

The Faculty Senate Executive Conmittee moved revision of the Senate Bylaws as
follows:
Section II.B.4.: Each department to which at-large positions have been
allocated shall by secret ballot nominate three (3) candidates, who consent
-7-
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OLO BUSINESS, continu.ed

to nomination, for each such position, who once nominated shall not be
permitted to withdraw their names from consideration by the faculty prior to
election. Elections shall be by secret ballot by the faculty of the
department to which the position has been allocated (defined in Sectioii"2":To
of the Faculty Code), and a simple plurality of votes cast for each position
shall be sufficient for election;

Section II.D.2.: If a regularly elected at-large Senator resigns permanently
from the Senate, the Alternate will become Senator until the next�
scheduled at-large election, at which time a replacement Senator and
Alternate will be elected to fulfill the remaining at-large term; the
department will elect an Alternate to serve until the next� at-large
election ••.

[Section X.: Amendments to these Bylaws may be introduced by any three (3) members of the Senate in
written petition to the Faculty Senate Executive Colllllittee. That colllllittee must then present the
proposed amendment(s), in any modified form mutually agreed upon by the colllllittee and the three (3)
signers, at the next Senate meeting, with formal adoption deferred until the subsequent meeting.
Ado tion of amendments will re uire a two-thirds ma ·orit of those resent and votin . Amendments will
go nto e ect lllll8 1ate y upon approva .

Senator Ken Hanmond, Geography, recolllllended defeat of MOTION NO. 2829 because the Facult� Code
refers to "at-large" Senators, and it has not been changed yet. Chair McGehee remarked that theenate
Executive Colllllittee would like to change this Bylaws section this year because of low faculty
participation ·in cafl1)us-wide Faculty Senate elections and complaints from faculty that the candidates
in these elections are not widely known enough outside their departments for the faculty as a whole to
cast an informed vote. Sena.tor Calvin Willberg, Col1lJ)uter Science, stated that changing the Senate's
Bylaws before changing the Faculty Code would be a poor precedent. Chair McGehee reminded Senators
that the Faculty Code does not deTTne "at-large" Senators but simply provides a formula for
apportioning them toaepartments; the Senate Bylaws define what is meant by "at-large." It was
suggested that "districting" of Senators withih schools might be preferable to the current system;
Chair McGehee replied that this idea could be discussed in the future as reconstruction of the Senate
is considered. Senator Vince Nethery, PE, stated that it should be the intrinsic responsibility of the
faculty to inform themselves regarding the candidates. Chair McGehee observed that the difference
between theory and reali,ty is sometimes quite substantial.

NOTION NO. 2829 defeated.

ADJOURNMENT

Meeting was adjourned at 4:40 p.m.

* * * * *

NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: January 15, 1992 * * * * *
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEmNG
3:10 p.m., Wedneaday, Nowmber 20, 1111
SUB 204-205

I.

ROUCALL

II.

CHANGES TO AGENDA

Ill.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES - October 30, 1991

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS
-10/22/91 letter from Frank Carlson, Summer Senion, re. salary scale. Referred to Senate
Budget CommlttH.
-10/23/91 memo from Connie Roberta, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, reelgnlng H chair of
the Ad Hoc Committee on University Governance. Referred to Governance Committee.
-10/30/91 memo from Karen Adamson, Accounting, resigning from Parking Vlolatlona Appeale
Board. Referred to Executive Committee.
-10/30/91 memo from Karen Moawad, SUB, requesting reinstatement of Samuelson Union
Board II a university committee. Referred to Executive Committee.
-11/5/91 memo from Andrea Bowman, Academic Affairs Committee, re. academic planning.
Referred to Executive CommlttH.
-11/5/91 memo from Don Schllesman, VP for Academic Affairs, re. restructuring Academic
Computing Committee. Referred to Executive Committee.
-11/5/91 letter from Frank Seaalon1, Sociology, re. Facuttv � Interpretation, concerning
phased retlreea. Referred to Senate Code Committee.
-11/8/91 letter from Don Schlleaman, VP for Academic Affall"I, re. request for change In etatua
of Law and Justice Program from a program to a department; aee Chair'• Report below.
11/8/91 letter from Larry Lowther, chair of the Grievance Commntee of CWU Federation of
Teachers (AFT), re. rlghta of phased retlreea. Referred to Executive Committee.

V.

REPORlS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
e.
7.

a.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Chu'
-Prnldentlal Search Update
Pfesldent
Coul1ney Jones, VP Bualness/Flnanclal Affairs: Budget Update
Er11ce Klllom. CFR: HB1409/SB5498 Mandatory Retirement (see attached)
Gerald Stacy. Dean of Graduate Studies: Dean of SPS Search
Ray Riznyk. Assoc. Dean/Graduate Studlea: Grants and Research
Osman AlawlYe, Assos. Dean/SPS: NCATE Update
Jan Bovunaa. PE: Summer Session Advlaory Committee
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
BUDGET COMMITTEE
-1992 Salary Distribution Proposal (see attached)
CODE COMMITTEE.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
-UCC Pages 1143-1148
PERSONNEL COMMJTTEE

VI.

OlD BUSINESS
-Faculty Senate Bylaws (see proposed change - attached)

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

•.,. NEXT REGULAR FACULlY SENATE MEETING: January 15, 1912 ***

FACULTY SENA1E REGI..I.AR MEETING
November 20, 1111
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BUDGET COMMITTEE
A.

PROPOSAL FOR SAi.ARV DIS1RIBUTION
The Faculty Senate recommends that the funds appropriated by the legislature for salary
Increases for the first year of the 1991-93 biennium be distributed as follows:
1.

Funding for merit be 0.8% of the current salary base.

2.

The remaining 3.1% of the salary base be used to adJuat the ulary acale.

3.

Each facutty member receiving merit receive exactly one atep, I.e., there be .!l2 multlple
step merit lncreaae1.

B.

Department chairs be defined aa 'faculty' for the purpoan of the ulary bill. (There are only
about eight of the faculty chalra that meet the definition of academic admlnl1tratora defined
by OFM If the definition of 50% teaching holda.)

c.

The academic llbrarlana and couneelora with faculty etatu1 (H defined by OFM) be given 1
salary scale edjuatment of 3.1% of the base and the remaining o.8% be used for ulary
Inequities H defined by the budget blll.

(*MOTION NO. 2818 paned by the Facutty Senate Oil May 29, 1991: "The Faculty Senate
recommend• that the fund1 appropriated by tht legltlature for ulary lncreaSff for the flrlt ,_,. of the
1991-93 biennium be dillrfbuted •• folloW1:
1) Funding of mertt not to exceed 1.0% of current salary base.
2) The remalnd• of the funds to be used to adfU81 the salary acale (I.e., cost of llvlng).i
RATIONAI.E:
Due to the wording of the 1991-93 budget bill paued by the leglstature, many orthe 'faculty'
ae defined by the Faculty Code are pla(:ed In the 'exempt' category ae defined by OFM
(Office of Financial Management). Thl1 creates some problem, for u1 It CWU since thlt
classlflcatlon by OFM vlolatea the wording In the Code. There seem, to be nothing we can
do about that for the first half of the biennium. We seem to be locked In by leglalatlve law
{not Intent).
This law mandatn that academic llbrariana, counselors, and academic admlnlstratora be
classified as 'exempt.' (See definitions adopted by OFM - below.) Academic administrators
are defined as those mostly administering. There appeara to be about eight of our department
chairs who flt thil deacrlptlon and the rest can be cla881fled 11 faculty. At a reautt we are
recommending that we Ignore that claasiflcatlon 11, H seem,, most other Institution• are
doing.
The librarian and counselor situation seems to be different and was debated at great length
before OFM finally adopted the definition. The law mandates the llbrarlan1 and counselors
receive a minimum of 3.1% Increase. In order for ut to be In compliance with the law and to
keep a salary acale In one piece It seem, appropriate that we give everyone 1 3.1% acale
adjustment and use the remainder for merit and Inequities.
We realize this would cut the merit 11st 1omewh1t, but feel that le the best atternatlve for thl1
time. Otherwise we may be forced Into more than one salary scale to take care of all the
variation, that appear .In the blll. AIIO to maximize the number of facutty receiving merit, 1
limit of one step for merit seem• to be the belt approach.

FACULlY sa,ATE REGULAR MEETING
November 20, 1111

(

BUDGET COMMITI'EE,

conUnued

OTMER CONCERNS:
There seems to be some concern regarding the definition of department chairs at this time.
The wording of the definition of faculty by OFM Is "Po11tlon1 which conduct mostly (our ltallca)
Instruction or research." Where do department chairs who have 50% released time belong?
If they are In the faculty pool then we have eight chairs who are In the exempt category. H
they are In the exempt pool then we have 23 chairs In the exempt category. If the latter la the
cate then we have tome other problema.
Even If everyone buy, off on the propOMI and the budget blll ttays Intact after the leglalatlw
1e11lon 11 over this next spring, we wlll not be able to follow the 11me fonnat for the aecond
year of the biennium. The teeond year mandate, that all exempt people get at lealt 3,4% of
the 3.9% lncreaN. If we did thlt for faculty 1110 there would only be 0.5% for mertt and that
wouldni go very tar. But with the way tha newapapera are reporting, maybe we won't have
the problem next year becaute there will be no money 1vall1ble.
OFU'S RECOMMENDED EMPLOYEE CUSSIF1CAT10N SYS1QI
A.

The recommended cla111ftcatlon ayatem lncludN the foUowlng Cltegortea and provld• •
definition for each category:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
7.
8.
9.

ClaHlflect - All po1lllona under the Jurlldlctlon of the Higher Education Personnel
Board aa defined by Chapter 218.18 RCW.
lnatructlon
research facuttv - Po11tlona which conduct rnoatty lnatructlon or
reH8rch.
Academic admlnlatrlltor, - Poaltlona which admlnllter academic or vocational
programs, departmenta, colleg" or 1ehool1 except chief academic offlcera and
pretldenta.
Academic llbrarlan1 - Poattlon, which 11alat ltudentl Ind faculty In obtaining
knowledge from the college'• or university's lfterary and media ret0urcn and require
qu1liflcatlon1 equivalent to those of a public librarian.
Countelora - Poaltlona which 1111st ltudenta by consultatlon about their educational
goals end plans and provide a881stance wHh ltudents' p1ychologlcal, flnanclal, and
health problems.
Administrative and other professionals - Potltlont which provide general lnltltutlonal
management or operatlone Including the president and chief academic officers.
Teaching/research es1lstant1 - Students employed on I pert-time basis for the
primary purpote of 11sl1tlng In classroom or laboratory Instruction or In the conduct
of research.
Students - Students employed on • part-time basis assisting In the operations of the
lnatltutlon (excludes teaching Ind research aulstant1).
Other - Other temporary and part-time employ... of the Institution not Included In
other categorlet.

and

FACULTY SENATE IEGULAR MEE11NG
November 20, 1111
OLD BUSINESS
Proposed Changes to faculty Senate Bvla.._
MOTION:

Section 11.B.4.: Each department �o which at-large po11tlon1 hive been

allocated 1hall by aecret ballot nominate three (3) candldatea, who con11nt to
nomination, for each 1uch potHlon, who once nominated 1hall not be
permitted to wtthdraw their names from con11deratlon by the faculty prior to
election. Electlons shall be by secret ballot by the faculty ot the department
to which the po1Hlon h11 been alloctted (defined In Section 2.10 of tht
Faculty Code), and • simple plurality of votes cast for each poshlon 1hall be
aufflclent tor election;
Section 11.0.2.: If I regular1y elected at-large Senator resign• permanently
from the Senate, the Alternate will become Senator untn the next �
echeduled at-large electlon, at which time I replacement Senator and Alternate
will be elected to fUlflll the remaining at-large tenn; the department wtll elect
1n Alternate to terve untll the next � at-large election...

[Section X.: Amendmenta to these Bylaws may be Introduced by any three (3) membera of the Senate
In written petition to the Faculty Senate Executive Commlltee. 111at commntN mult then present the
proposed amendment(•), In any modtfled tonn mutuallY agreed upon by the commlttN and the tine
(3) elgnera, at the next Senate meeting, wtth formal adoption deterred untll the.1ubNquent meetlr,g.
Adoption of amendmenta wlll require a two-third• majority of thoae preaent and voting. Amendmenta
will go Into effect lmmedlatetv upon approval,)
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Date

VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary
directly after the meeting.
Thank you.
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NCATE

A

ACCREDITATION

TO

REPORT
FACULTY SENATE

)
BY

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
NCATE CO�ITTEE :·
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Osman Alawiye, Associate Dean
Andrea Bowman, Field Experience
Patsy Callaghan, English
Donald Cummings, Dean of CLAS
Barney Erickson, Mathematics
Ronald Frye, Dean of SPS
Nancy Jurenka, Language Arts
Erlice Killorn, Physical Education
Dale LeFevre, Special Education
Libby Street, Psy9hology
Randy Wallace, Reading

Certification Office,

cwu.

November 20, 1991

2

NCATE
I .

KNOWLEDGE BASE
FOR PROFESSIONAL

B.

DELIVERY OF CURRICULUM

C.

CONTENT OF THE CURRICULUM/GENERAL EDUCATION

D.

CONTENT OF THE CURRICULUM/SPECIALTY STUDIES

E.

CONTENT OF THE CURRICULUM/PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

II.

RELATIONSHIP
PRACTICE

TO

THE

A.

CLINICAL AND FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCES

B.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH GRADUATES

C.

RELATIONSHIP WITH SCHOOLS

III-

ADMISSION

B.

MONITORING PROGRESS

C.

ADVISORY SERVICES

D.

COMPLETION OF PROGRAM

A.

WORLD

STUDENTS

A.

IV-

FACULTY

FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENTS
FACULTY LOAD

* B.

*
*

EDUCATION

DESIGN OF CURRICULUM

* A.

*

STANDARDS

C.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

D.

FACULTY EVALUATION

V.

GOVERNANCE

A.

GOVERNANCE

B.

RESOURCES

AND

RESOURCES

OF

3
I -

KNOWLEDGE BASE
FOR PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION

I.A: DESIGN OF CURRICULUM

1. There is no systematic articulation of a common model that
undergirds professional education, nor of program-specific models
that shape the selection, organization, and design of the
curriculum within program areas.
2. Faculty have not identified a knowledge base for
professional education in general nor for professional education
relating to their particular program area.
3. The professional education unit has not ensured that there
will be coherence between courses and experiences, and between
purposes and outcomes, across all professional education and within
program area.
Notes:

I.B: DELIVERY OF CURRICULUM

I.C:

CONTENT OF THE CURRICULUM/GENERAL EDUCATION

I.D:

CONTENT OF THE CURRICULUM/SPECIALTY STUDIES

I.E:

CONTENT OF THE CURRICULUM/PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

\.

4

II .

RELATIONSHIP TO THE WORLD OF
PRACTICE

II.A:

CLINICAL AND FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCES

II.B:

RELATIONSHIPS WITH GRADUATES

1. While there is an attempt to collect data from graduates of
the programs at the basic and advanced level, there is no regular
or systematic use of these data to modify or improve programs.
2. There is no formal induction assistance to graduates of
program.
Notes:

II.C:

RELATIONSHIP WITH SCHOOLS

III .

STUDENTS

III.A: ADMISSIONS

III.B: MONITORING PROGRESS

III.C: ADVISORY SERVICE

III.D: COMPLETION OF PROGRAM

5

IV-

FACULTY

IV.A: FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENTS

IV.B: FACULTY LOAD

1. There is little differentiation between undergraduate and
graduate faculty loads.
2. Advisement is not included in faculty load.
3. Several faculty are teaching continuing education courses
in addition to their regular teaching load. Many of these faculty
are teaching "extra" courses every quarter.
Notes:

IV.C: FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
1. There is no regular, organized, systematic plan for faculty
development in the unit.
2. Advantage of the opportunities available is taken by only
about half the faculty in the unit.
Notes:

IV.D: FACULTY EVALUATION
1. The unit does not have a comprehensive system for gathering
evaluative information about the teaching, scholarship, and service
activities of all faculty in the unit and for using this
information to improve faculty performance or program.
Notes:

6

IV-

GOVERNANCE

V.A: GOVERNANCE

V.B: RESOURCES

&

RESOURCES

Central
Washington
University

r 1111cf' 01 lhf' Uean
S< ·hool 01 Protess,onal Studies
Ellensburg. Wash111�1on 98926
,3091 963-1411

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Department Chairs, School of Professional Studies
and College of Letters /!and Sciences

FROM:

Ronald M. Frye, Dean/4,,.,
School of Profession�l-Studies

DATE:

October 17, 1991

RE:

NCATE Materials

The attached material was prepared by the NCATE Coordinating
Committee and sent to this office. Please be sure that all
persons involved in teacher preparation programs receive a copy
of the memorandum and the attached draft.
The document contains technical language which is a trademark of
any profession. That technical language is well documented in
research and professional literature.
Please review the memorandum and the document carefully and
respond if you have comments. I believe the NCATE Coordinating
committee has done an excellent job and is making progress toward
compliance with established standards.
Also, be aware that the NCATE visiting team will be on our campus
November 15-18, 1992. Please mark those dates and don 1 t forget
you received a full years notice.

TO:

Faculty Members Involved with Teacher Preparation

FROM:

NCATE Coordinating Committee

RE:

Development of the Knowledge Base

The NCATE Coordinating Committee has finalized a draft of Central's knowledge base for
teacher preparation, an element that the previous NCATE Board of Examiners found lacking
in our original institutional report. As we have addressed the issue, we have become
increasingly convinced that a common knowledge base does exist but has not been clearly
articulated or communicated. From that perspective, we have relied heavily on faculty input
in the form of a survey that was completed in the spring, in the form of mission statements,
proposals, and reports about teacher preparation that have been generated over the past few
years, and in the form of personal discussion with a number of faculty. We have been
delighted to find that all of these sources led us to the same description about what we
believe and what we do. Our job has been to translate this information into a cohesive
document. We've attached our efforts to this end. Now we need more help from you.
First, could you edit the document. This may require that you suggest alternate wording,
fill in blank spaces, or suggest additions. It is particularly important that you ask us to add
objectives that describe knowledges and skills required by other approval bodies (e.g., SPI)
that we might have missed. Please know that we have made every attempt to avoid jargon
while at the same time responsibly using the appropriate technical language.
Second, could you identify goals and objectives that are currently addressed in courses you
teach. Please indicate in the margins provided the class in which you cover a particular
objective (if you do).
Third, could you cross reference between the objectives you believe you address and your
syllabus to be sure that similar language appears both places. If something you include in a
class appears in the knowledge base but isn't clearly articulated on your syllabus, please
pencil it in on the syllabus. Some other lucky person will make the additions.
Fourth, could you tell us what bibliographic research support you rely on for each objective
you teach. One or two key resources per item will be wonderful. Please cite the reference
resources in the margin and then attach a list that includes full citations.
As most of you know, the NC ATE Coordinating committee has recommended that adoption
of "Teaching as facilitator of learning in a diverse world" as our knowledge base descriptor.
As this time, it appears that most people on campus have agreed to this descriptor as
representative of what we do. Your efforts to communicate this descriptor to students
through your syllabi (as has already happened in many classes), through class discussion, and
through informal discussions will be helpful in insuring that we all speak a common language
about our program and philosophy. As we have noted earlier, our philosophy has been set
for a number of years; the new components are the cohesive written description of the
philosophy and the descriptor.

\
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As with everything that comes across your desk these days, this request has a deadline
attached. It would be ideal for us if you could return these materials to Kari, the NCATE
secretary in the Department of Education no later than October 28. Thank you in advance
for your assistance with this task. At this level, you are the only ones who can adequately
address the issues.
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Central Washington University
Teacher Education Program
"The Teacher as Facilitator of Learning
for a Diverse World"
Standard I.A. Design of the Curriculum
The Unit insures that its professional edu�tion programs are
based on essential knowledge, established and current
research findings, and sound professional practice. Each
program in the unit reflects a systematic design with an
explicitly stated philosophy and objectives. Coherence exists
between (I) courses and experiences and (2) purposes and
outcomes.
Education is defined as "An orderly, deliberate, and sustained effort to transmit or develop
knowledge, concepts, skills, attitudes, or habits" (Saylor, Alexander and Lewis, 1981, p. 141).
The primary purpose of education, then, is preparing people to make the most of opportunities in
life by encouraging learners to integrate new information with old, apply relevant concepts and
skills, perceive and evaluate alternatives, and develop dispositions conducive to rational and
productive thought and action: to "empower a person to become a self-initiator and a master of the
processes that contribute to his or her continued growth" (Heath, 1984, p. 5). These skills are
particularly crucial in a world of knowledge that is changing rapidly, constantly growing and richly
diverse. Teachers who are prepared to foster these abilities will be facilitators of learning,
prepared to deal with the complexities of diverse communities of learners, knowledge and values.
Such teachers will require a multi-faceted preparation, one which will "give careful attention not
only to the management of students in the classrooms, but also to the management of ideas within
classroom discourse" (Shulman, 1987, p. 1).
In order to facilitate the learning of students, teachers must be expert in the ways of
knowing and learning themselves, because "expert teachers are expen learners" (Marzano, et
al. 1988, p. 133.). They must know "what facts and concepts are necessary for the task,; which
strategies, heuristics, or procedures are appropriate; and how to apply the selected strategy,
procedure or heuristic" (Marzano, p. 14). As resources and guides for other learners, teachers
must also be knowledge specialists, active members of the expanding community of learners
who inform their specializations and beyond, familiar with the evolving bodies of knowledge,
models and metaphors, modes of inquiry, and methods of research which constitute the subject
areas (Schwartz and Ogilvy, 1979).
As professionals responsible for insuring that others gain access to the repertoire of
learning skills and knowledge, learning facilitators must be masters or the art and science or
teaching, m· possession of a repertoire of diverse and research-tested teaching strategics, as well
as knowledgeable about the various contexts-psychological, technological, social. cultural,
political, and legal--which inform effective teaching decisions. Teachers must be constantly aware
of the development of knowledge in education through the quantitative studies of science, as well
as the recent qualitative studies of processes by which the art of effective teaching is practiced.
(Rogers, in Hosford, ed. 1984). As Hosford articulates the vision of excellence, "students in
every grade, in every school, in every subject or activity, will have teachers who are well informed
in the science of education and who have become artists in its application. (1984, p. 161).
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In addition, facilitators of learning must become responsive practitioners capable of
bringing to bear their accumulated knowledge of strategies, subjects, students, and situations to
create the most successful learning siruation. (Schon, 1983). In order to mediate within the
learning environment, teachers will nee.d to take into account all aspects of the world of practice as
they impact that environment, recognizing that academic performance is related to other social
interrelationships. (Feuerstein and Jensen, 1980).
As they enter the world of practice, teachers bring to bear a synthesis of their learning
capabilities, their knowledge of content and practice, and their ability to respond effectively to
various teaching situations in their role as teacher scholars. Teacher scholars are professionals
who "share a commitment to self-generated professional growth; to the value of exposure to new
ideas, people and experiences; to a reflective and analytical stance toward one's teaching; and to
helping teachers develop better educational experiences for their students" (Zumwalt, 1986 p.
169). This role enhances their ability to facilitate learning in at least three ways. First, they
develop greater site-specific fluency with respect to the various aspects of teaching. Second, they
continue to learn through informal channels within the public school system through work.shops,
inservice training and professional dialogue and collaboration. Third, they continue to learn
through formal channels, including Central Washington University's various Advanced Degree
Programs. Each of these advanced programs meets different particular educational needs, but all
accomodate the teacher scholar in four ways: they enable teachers to enhance their research skills,
to facilitate the learning of other teachers. to acquire new infonnation and strategies which will
enhance their abilities in the classroom, and to influence the content and process of the basic
programs through providing feedback based on experience and new ideas based on independent
research.
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Definitions of Key Terms: Facilitators of Learning for a Diverse World
What is a facilitator?

Facilitators of learning initiate, encourage and monitor the development of academic skills, of
personal capability and potential, and of transactions between individuals and knowledge
communities. This requires that they:
1. equip themselves with an array of knowledge and strategies which they can bring into play for
different purposes, employ and adapt for different learners, and combine imaginatively and artfully
to create classrooms and learning centers of variety and depth.
2. provide for the practice and development of a repertoire of skills which enable learners to
access, engage with. utilize and articulate knowledge actively.
3. encourage the development of methods of inquiry, research and expression which enable
learners to participate in the conversations of various communities of knowledge.
4. establish a learning environment which promotes successful, diverse, learning experiences.
What is learning?

1. Learning is perceiving, responding to, discovering, developing and creating systems of
knowledge and ability. Learning requires, therefore, access to existing and accepted systems of
knowledge of various kinds and the application of operations which enable learners to interact
with, influence, re-envision and utilize those systems.
2. Methods of learning make a difference in both what is learned and how it is learned. and
students react differently to any given teaching strategy; thus effcctive learning situations are the
result of combinations of several individual and cultural factors.
3. Five major experience patterns contribute to learning: operant, respondent, social learning,
contiguity, and cognitive. The power of an experience pattern is influenced by individual
variables.
4. Leaming occurs in three domains: psychomotor, affective, and cognitive.
5. Leaming is facilitated when presentation of information is related to an individual student's
experience, needs and abilities.
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What is diversity?
1. Diversity, in this context, refers to differences among learners, settings, and outcomes.
2. Diversity encompasses biological (e.g. gender, race, age), sociological (e.g. ethnicity, socio
economic status), psychological (e.g. emotional needs), and perceptual (e.g. auditory vs. visual
learners) differences among learners.
3. Diversity encompasses differences in the settings in which learning takes place ( e.g.
differences in group size or setting: classroom. laboratory, field).
4. Diversity encompasses differences in the planned outcomes of learning (e.g. theoreticaVapplied,
affective/oognitive/psychomotor).

What prepares facilitators of learning to function in a diverse world?
1. Awareness of the various and dynamic conversations about knowledge which constitute the
culture (the humanities and the natural, physical and social sciences) and the forces which drive
those conversations.
2. Competence as learners and problem-solvers within professional and cultural communities.
including specific knowledge of the major principles and concepts in at least two areas of academic
preparation.
)

3. Expertise in the art and science of teaching, including an understanding of the diverse ways in
which humans learn and of the ways a teacher can facilitate that learning.
4. Sensitivity to the need for freedom and discipline and the dialectic between the two, including
an awareness that our roles as participants in and shapers of oommunities rely on respect for
others, tolerance of multiple perspectives.belief in human dignity, and devotion to excellence.
5. The skills of inquiry and the desire to search for solutions to physical, emotional, spiritual,
social, aesthetic, and intellectual needs.
6. The skills and human courtesies which enable one to communicate with others.
7. Knowledge of and experience in the world of professional practice, including the history,
forms and functions of the American educational system, the diverse social and cultural factors
impinging on the functions and responsibilities of teachers, and the political and legal perimeters
within which they system operates.
8. The oommilIDCnt to continuous evaluation; the ability to bring observation to bear on practice; in
other words, the ability to assess knowledge and experience and make effective decisions based on
those assessments

What program characteristics insure that teachers will be effective facilitators of
learning for a diverse world?
l. Coherence across all components and among all course offerings.
2. A basis for that coherence and for the particulars of knowledge, skills, methods and practices in
current resean:h.
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3. Constant self-reflection and evaluation. involving teachers and administrators both inside and
outside the unit and the university, and the willingness and ability to make program changes based
on that evaluation.
4. Cooperation and collaboration with public schools and government agencies responsible for
public education, as well as with professional organizations which sustain the dialogue about best
educational practice.
5. Faculty members active in professional dialogues who bring knowledge of a diverse range of
strategies, and involvement to bear on collaborative program planning efforts and who practice
effective teaching strategies.
6. Active involvement of all units on campus which contribute to the preparation of teachers in all
elements of program planning, implementation, and review.

The Descriptors as Program Strands:
The previous definitions are intended to show that the facilitator of learning for a diverse world is
characterized by the five descriptors listed and explained below. These descriptors also act as
strands which provide the basis for monitoring program coherence: knowledge categories,
program components, goals, objectives, and assessment procedures.

)

1. Facilitators or learning are expert learners, skilled in spoken and written
communication and in mathematical calculation. They should have, and carry gracefully, a broad
knowledge in the arts and sciences. They should be skillful with various modes of learning, and
conscious of the ways in which various learning strategies can be effectively employed. They
should be eager to learn new things, and responsible and imaginative in applying what they know.
2. Facilitators or learning are knowledge specialists, competent in and enthusiastic
about their areas of specialization, in possession of the common knowledge base recognized by at
least one discipline. and capable of participating in the ongoing conversations that characterize that
discipline.
3. Facilitators of learning are masters of the art and science or teaching. They
should have a deep understanding of the diverse ways in which humans learn and of the ways a
teacher can facilitate that learning. They should also be knowledgeable about the American
Educational system -- its history, forms and functions.
4. Facilitators of learning are responsive practitioners, able to bring to a multiplicity of
teaching situations their ability to observe and learn, their knowledge of subject matter, their
repenoirc of teaching strategies and curricular choices, and their critical understanding of
educational purpose and intent, to facilitate the learning potential for each individual learner. Their
responsiveness should emerge from an understanding and acceptance of American democratic
attitudes, and should bring with it the ability to create a sense of community which rccogniz.cs the
value of both ooth diversity and commonality to a dynamic society
5. Facilitators of learning in Advanced Programs are teacher scholars, able to bring
their skills as observers, analysts, planners, researchers and evaluators to bear on teaching
siruations in ways that will not only enable continued professional growth, but will also bring new
information and knowledge to the professional community. The goal of our advanced programs is
the fonnaliz.ation and utili7.ation of the discoveries of teacher scholars.

Assessments

Teacher as Facilitator of Learning in a Diverse World

-General Education
Competency
Assessments,
•Program Enttance

Completion of
Specialty Area
Assessments

mn

Knowledge
Categories as
Curriculum
Components

Basic Education in the •Bilingual Educ./fESL
declaralive and
•F.arly Childhood
procedural koowledge
Education
of the Humanities,
•Elementary Education
Social and Behavioral •Reading
Science, Exact Science •Special Education
and Mathematics,
•Secondary Education
Communications and
Anthropology
Critical Thinking,
An
Biology
Physical Education
Business Ed.
Chemistry
Computer Science
Drama
English
French
Geography
German
Health Education
History
Home Economics
Industrial Educ.
Marketing Educ.
Mathematics
Music
Physical Educ.
Physics
Science
Social Science
Spanish
Voe. Tech Educ.

Program
Strands

Expert Learner

Knowledge Specialist

Professional Sequence
Exit

•Social Validation
• Student Teaching
Entrance Assessments •Formal Advanced
•Student Teaching Exit Program Assessments
Assessments

•Human Growth and
Translating Theory
Development
into Practice:
•Educational
Simulation
Psychology
Observation
-Curriculum, Methods
Practica
Internship (Student
and Materials
•Technology in
Teaching)
Teaching
•Educational Issues and
the Law
•Socio-Cultural
Education
•Education for the
Exceptional
•Field Experience

•Advanced Conrent
Knowledge
•Researt:h Methods and
Prac�
•lnservice Training
Techniques

I Master of the An and I Responsive practitioner I Teacher Scholar
Science of Teaching
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Facilitator of Learning for a Diverse World
Program Goals:
In order to determine that teachers have achieved each of the characteristics necessary to be a
facilitator of learning for a diverse world, the program will require them to demonstrate the
following:
I. Facilitator of Learning as Expert Leamer:
A. Competency in reading, writin�. speaking, critical thinking and calcularing as means of
achieving knowledge, making decisions, solving problems, perceiving possibilities, and making
meaning.
B. A broad understanding of the various and dynamic commwrities of k:nowlerlgc, including the
humanities and the physical. natural and social sciences, which constitute the culture, and an
understanding of the forces which inform and characterize those commwritics.
C. Consciousness of the self as a member of society which values diversity, tolerance, and respect
for others.
II.

Facilitator of Leaming as Knowledge Specialist

A. Functions effectively as a participant in the professional conversations of each area of
specialization, and is able to contribute individually and distinctly to those conversations.
B. Possesses and applies responsibly the informational. conceptual, practical, and methodological
knowledge of the professional community of specialization.
III. Facilitator of Learning as Master of the Art and Science of Teaching
A. Possesses a repertoire of techniques for the development, implementation and evaluation of
instruction which reflect diverse theories of learning and instructional design and which represent
the best and most current research on good practice.
B. Practices classroom management strategies which encourage democratic classroom intcnction
that promotes independent learning and positive sclf-cstccm and which provide a stable and
positive teaming environment for all learners.
C. Understands the relationships of human growth and development to the learning process.
D. Understfuids the ways in which culture, ethnicity, gender and personality can effect the
learning situation.
E Understands the foundations, responsibilities, organization, administration, and governance of
the American education system.
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IV.

Facilitator of Learning as Responsive Practitioner

A. Successfully responds to a variety of learning situations by planning and implementing
effective learning experiences
B. Demonstrates competence in assessing student needs and growth, and using the results of these
assessments in instructional decision-making.
C. Is responsive to the expertise and knowledge of their colleagues in the field.
D. Is able to work cooperatively and responsibly in the professional world.
E. Establishes and implements procedures for communicating with various constituencies (e.g.
colleagues, parents, students and community members).
V. Facilitator of Learning as Teacher Scholar
A. Reflects critically on professional issues. talcing into account a variety of perspectives and
achieving a responsible, informed. independent position.
B. Analyz.es and evaluates his or her own teaching behavior and effectiveness, and implements
change based on those observations.
C. Through independent analysis and research. contributes significantly to the professional
knowledge base in a way that benefits his or her own teaching and the teaching of others.
D. Develops site specific fluency with respect to the various aspects of teaching.
E. Seeks out self-generated professional growth through workshops, inservicc training and
professional collaboration.
F. Influences the content and process of formal basic and advanced degree programs for
professional· educators by sharing the knowledge acquired through experience and independent
research.

i
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Facilitator of Learnin& for a Diverse World
Program Objectives
I. Facilitator of Learning as Expert Learner
Goal A: Competency in reading, writing, speaking, critical thinking and calculating as
means or achieving knowledge, making decisions, solving problems, perceiving possibilities,
and makin1 meaning.

�sments Objectives:
1. The student will demonstrate proficiency in making rhetorical choices appropriate to a variety
of writing and speaking situations.
2. The student will demonstrate proficiency in comprehending, comparing, synthesizing,
aitiquing and presenting responsibly points of view relating to a variety of subject areas
3. The student will demonstrate proficiency in consuucting and articulating l ogical and effective
responses to complex situations requiring problem solving, decision-making, imagining and
interpreting.
4. The student will dem onstnUC pr oficiency in using the tools of mathematics to solve problems,
make decisions and discover alternatives. OR: The student will demonstrate the ability to
calculate al a level adequar.e fer the professional educator
Goal B: A broad understanding or the various and dynamic communities or knowledge which
constitute the culture, and an understanding of the forces which inform and characterize those
communities.

Assessments

Objectives:
1. The student will complete al an approved level of competence a general education curriculum
including in the humanities and the physical. natural and social sciences
2. The student will respond both orally and in writing to issues pertinent to a variety of
disciplines.

Goal C: Consciousness or the selr as a member or society which values diversity, tolerance,
and respect ror others.

Assessments

IL

Objectives:
1. The student will dernonsll'ate in writing the ability to perceive cultural, social and personal
diffcicnces and similarities and to respond to those pexceptions with marurity.
2. The student will dcmonslrale in group and cw., assigmnents the ability to work effectively and
responsibly with <>then on mutual Wb.

Facilitator of Learning as Knowledge Specialist

Goal A: Functions effectively as a participant lD the proressional conversatiou or eacb area
or specialization, and ls able to contribute individually and distincd1 to those conversations.

Assessments

,·

Objectives:
1. The student will complete al an approved level of competence lhc course of study f<I' a major in
11 least one discipline.
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Goal B: B. Possesses and applies responsibly the informational, conceptual, practical, and
methodological kaowledge or the professional community of specialization.

Assessments

Objectives:
1. The student will demonstrate through examinations. discussions and research applications as
specified by individual departments mastery of the knowledge base and methodologies of that
discipline.
2. The student will demonsttate the professional capability to impan that knowledge and lhosc
methodologies to others.

III. Facilitator of Learning as Master of the Art and Science of Teaching
Goal A: Possesses a repertoire or techniques for the development, implementation and
evaluation of instruction whicb renect diverse theories of learning and instructional design
and which represent the best and most current researcb on aood practice.

Assessments

Objectives:
1. The student will demonstrate proficiency in applying the tenets of the major theories of
learning, including respondent. operant. social learning, contiguity, cognitive.
2. The student will demonstrate proficiency in instructional design, including content analysis,
task analysis, selecting appropriately designed insuuction, developing ap]X'Opriately designed
iowuction, developing effective lesson plans. varying design across instructional modality (e.g.
auditcxy, visual. kinesthetic presentation), varying instruction across instructional level (e.g.
elementary, secondary), select pivotal skills to teach to fluency.
3. The student will demonsttatc proficiency in moment to moment instructional implementation,
e.g. small group instruction, large group instruction, individualized instruction, peer tutoring,
cooperative learning/group inq uiry, pre- and post-testing, active responding, immediate feedback,
discovery and expository strategies, pacing, experiential learning, rol�playing.
4. The student will demonstrate proficiency in applying the maj� findings related to improving
the learner's ability to take full advantage of insttuction, including describing strategics to improve
student memory, demonstrating strategics to improve student motivation, demonstrating stta1egics
to improve student transfer of ttaining, demonstrating strategies IO improve student learning
independence, demonsttatc sttalegies to improve metacognitive skills.
5. The student will demonsttatc proficiency in both formative and surnmative �ment. both
aiterioo- and norm-referenced. e.g. knowledge of standardized tests specific to discipline,
interpretation and repating of test results. proficiency in administering tests specific IO discipline,
development of daily measurement techniques, development of a classroom grading policy,
development of infonnal inventories.

Goal B: Practices classroom management strategies whicb encourage democratic classroom
interaction that promotes independent learnin1 and positive self-esteem and whicb provide a
stable and positin learning environment ror all learnen.

Assessments

Objectives:
1. The swdent will establish a positive classroom climare, including an environment that is
physically safe, psychologically safc, auractivc, and functional.
2. The student will describe procedures for establishing a clearly articulated preventive
management system, including clearly stated rules and expectations for the whole group, clearly
specified consequences for the whole group, individualized contracts for individual poblcms.
,· opcimal grouping and seating patterns. plans for classroom transition activities.
3. The student develops an appropriate managerial style to insure Jl'opel' responses to swdent
behavior, including managing emotional corrclalCs of behavior such as voice modulation, etc.,
time management straregies. distribution of feedback across all Sblden&s..
4. The student will develop straregies to protect and impove Sbldeat self-esteem, including a
management system thal focuses on positive ratbez than negative ouu:omcs for student bebavi<r,
straregies IO incorp<nle individual differences in a positive way, insuuctional programs designed to
enhance students' social skillL
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Goal C: Understands the relationships of humaa growth and development to the learning
process.

Assessments

Objectives:
1. The student will describe overall coosidcnuiom of human growth and development aaoss the
life-span. including ...
2. The student will descnoe aspects of physical development that impact the learner's functioning,
including ...
3. The student will describe aspects of social/ernotiooal development that impact the 1eamc'l"s
functioning, including •..
4. The student will descnoe aspects of cognitive development that impact the learner's
functioning, including ••.
5. The student will descnoe � of psychomotor development that impact the learner's
functioning. including •••
6. The student will describe aspects of language development that impact the learner's functioning,
including •••

Goal D :
Understands the ways in which culture, ethnicity, gender and personality
the learning situation.

Assessments

can efrect

Objectives:
1. The student will develop strategics for assessing the child's culture, including .••
2. The student demonstrates knowledge of issues related to cultural, ethnic, gendtt, political and
personality diversity in the nation's schools.
3. The student describes the influence of discriminative cwriculum, including...
4. The student describes the influence of discriminative expectations, including •..
5. The student describes the influence of discriminative teacher behaviors. including •..
6. The student evaluates cuuiculwn and JnCtice 10 detcnnine discriminalive aspecu.
7. The student descn'bes JXOCC(lures 10 utilize cultural differences to enhance learning, including ..

Goal E: Understands the foundations, responsibilities, organization, administration, and
covernance of the American education system.

Assessments

' '

Objectives:
1. The student describes legal and ethical resporw'bilities of the teacher, including ...
2. The student descnoes the way in which the history of education has conttibuted to its current
Conn. including •••
3. The student describes the practical implicalioo of the various philosophic positiom on
educatioo typically represented in the nalioo's schools. including •••
4. The student describes stale laws that guide policy including a specific knowledge of the WAC
and RCW with respect to �ucational practice. including •••
5. The student describes components of the governance and operation of the school. including the
role of the school board. lhe role of adminisuative units, the role of professional � the
role of labor organiz.atioos such as WEA. SEA, and I...EA. and the role of intenncdiate service
dimiclS.
6. The student describes genaal aspects of the funding bases fer educational seniccs. including
local fwlding hue. s&are level hue, federal funding base.
7. The student describes the communicative, con.suit.alive role of the teacba' wilb respect to other
,· members of the educational community, including parents. other school professionals.
community-ba.,cd profwionals external to the school system, and community, swe and national
organizations.
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IV. Facilitator or Learning as Responsive Practitioner
Goal A: Successfully responds to a variety of learning situations by planning and
implementln1 effective learning experiences
Assessments

Objectives:
l. The student will plan and implement lesson pl.ans taking into account the content/subject
the environment (including varying degrees of resource availability and degrees and kinds oC
support).
2. The student will adapt lesson pl.ans to meet the needs of divezsc populations (biological,
sociological, psychological, percepwa.l. physical, intellectual).

areas.

Goal B: Demonstrates competence in assessing student needs and growth, and usin1 the
results of these assessments In Instructional decision-makln1.
Assessments

Objectives:
1. The student demonstrates the ability to use foonal and informal asses.sment techniques.
2. The student dcmonstra1es the ability to maintain daily m� of academic perfonnance.
3. The stUdent demomtrates the ability to traralatc daily m� of academic performance into a
defensible grading syssem.
4. The student demomtrates the ability to use continuous measurement techniques (event.
duration, time sample, inta"Val. latency, pM{olios).
S. The student demonstralCS the ability to develop and modify lesson plans and delivery strategies
infonned by assessment results.

Goal C: Is responsive to the expertise and knowledge of their colleagues in the field.
Assessments

Objectives:
1. The student reviews and critiques professional journals and books in fields relaled to his,1ler
major area (e.g. psychology, sociology, education. content arcu).
2. The student develops lesson plans which reflect input from suggested literature.
3. The scudent auends a given number or conferences in � area of expertise.
in a minimum of Lhrec chwrooms to observe specific techniques and
4. The student
strategies (e.g. direct instruction, discovery method, Socratic method, peer instruction, cooperative
learning).

ooocrves

Goal D: Is
Asasmeall

able to work cooperatively and responsively in the professional world.
Objectives:
1. The swdent develops lesson plans that include inter-agency coopetalion.
2. The student develops and delivers prescntatioos and/or '9rUkshops in cooperation with otha
professionals (e.g. psychologists, counschn,
specialist,, sociologists).

eduawon

Goal E: Establishes and lmplemeata procedures for commualcatina wi� variou
coastitueacies (e,1. collea1uu, pareats, atudeats, aad commualtJ memben).
Assessments

..

Objcc&ivca:
1. 1be student will develop proccdurcs for Ulilizing community rcsources.
2. 1be Studt.nl will interact with pareau in a way tha& JC1Jects knowledge ol lhe charactaistics and
needs of parents ol � children.
3. 1be student will use specific aileria to demonstrale and evaluaJe parent conferencing skills.
4. The student will demonstrale effective straiegies for maintaining on-going 1)0,§ilive
relationships via cooununication with parcrus and all re1a1ed service personnel The demonstrated
suategies will include record-keeping sys&ems.
S. The sbldent will descn"be how family dynamics play an influential role in the lives of students
from diverse populadona.
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V. Facilitator of Learning as Teacher Scholar
Goal A: Renectl criticall7 on professional Issues, taking into account a variety or
perspectives and acbinin1 a responsible, informed, independent position.
Assessments

Objectives:
1. The student will demonstralC proficiency in identifying diverse professional issues, including
critical analysis of Amttican educational practice.
2. The student will demonstrate ability to independently research an
3. The student will identify alternatives fa resolving issue.,.
4. The student will be able 10 critically evaluate alternatives and arrive al a justifiable resolution.

wue.

Goal B: Analyzes and evaluates bis or her own teaching behavior and effectiveness, and
implement, change based on those observations.
Assessments

Objectives:
I. The student will demonstrale proficiency in analyzing their own teaching behavia.
2. The student will demonstrate proficiency in analyzing the effectiv� of teaching behavior and
detennining effectiveness.
3. The student will demonstrale proficiency in changing teaching behavia based upon analysis.

Goal C: Through Independent analysis and research, contributes signincantlJ to the
professional luaowledge base in a way that benefits bis or her own teaching and the teaching
or others.
Assessments

Goal D.

Objectives:
1. The student will demonstrate proficiency in identifying professional problems.
2. The student will demonstrate proficiency in setting up a research design for studying the
problem.
3. The student will demoostrale proficiency in analyzing data observations 10 draw conclusions
and make recoounendations.

Develops site specific nuency witb respect to the various aspects or teaching.

Assessments

Objectives:

Goal E. Seeu out selr-1enerated professional arowtb through workshops, lnservice training
and professional collaboration.
Assessments

Objcctives:

Goal F. Ia,tuences the content and process of formal basic and advanced dearee proarams for
professional educaton by sharin1 the knowledae acquired throu1b experience and lndepeadeat
researcla.
Assessmen&I

I

I

Objcctives:

... .

V. Facilitator of Learning as Teacher Scholar
Goal A:
Reflects critically on proressional issues. taking into account a variety of
perspectives and achieving a responsible, informed, independent position.

Assessments

Objectives:
l. The student will demonstrate proficiency in identifying diverse professional issues, including
critical analysis of American educational practice.
2. The student will demonstrate ability to independently research an issue.
3. The student will identify alternatives for resolving issues.
4. The student will be able to critically evaluate alternatives and arrive at a justifiable resolution.

Goal B: Analyzes and evaluates his or her own teaching behavior and effectiveness, and
implements change based on those observations.

Assessments

Objectives:
I. The student will demonstrate proficiency in analyzing their own teaching behavior.
2. The student will demonstrate proficiency in analyzing the effectiveness of teaching behavior and
determining effectiveness.
3. The student will demonstrate proficiency in changing teaching behavior based upon analysis.

Goal C:
Through independent analysis and research, contributes significantly to the
proressional knowledge base in a way that benefits his or her own teaching and the teaching
or others.

Assessments

Goal D.

Objectives:
l. The student will demonstrate proficiency in identifying professional problems.
2. The student will demonstrate proficiency in setting up a research design for studying the
problem.
3. The student will demonstrate proficiency in analyzing data observations to draw conclusions
and make recommmdatioos.
Develops site specific fluency with respect to the various aspects of teaching.

Assessmeots

Objectives:

Goal E. Seeks out self-generated professional growth through workshops, inservlce training
and professional collaboration.

Assessments

Objectives:
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Charles McGehee, Chair
Senate Executive Committee

FROM:

Andrea Bowmall, �
Senate Academic Affairs Committee

RE:

Agenda Item for Faculty Senate Meeting Nov. 20, 1991

DATE:

Nov. 5, 1991

If the Executive Committee agrees that our task is as perceived
and outlined in the attached memo, we would like to present our
ideas to the Senate on Nov. 20, 1991 for further input about com
ponents to be considered.
Please let me know if the Senate Executive Committee either
perceives the task differently or does not think it is ready to
present to the Senate at this time.
Thank you very much.
attach

Central
Washington
University

Depanmen1 of Educalion
Blaek Hall
Ellensburg. Washing1on 98926

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Senate Executive Committee
Charles McGehee, Chair

FROM:

senate Academf2, ,M..�airs Committee
Andrea Bowma�ir

RE:

summary of our perceived task for the 1991-1992 academic
year - notes from meeting of 10/30/1991

DATE:

11/5/91

Committee Members present:
Rizzuti, Chip Simmons

Andrea Bowman,

Ken Hammond,

Jan

As per your memo of 10/3/91, the Academic Affairs Committee is
proceeding with a review of and our additional suggestions for the
"planning process" for any Academic Plan. We understand that our
task is to present our progress to the Senate from time to time in
order to receive additional input about the "process."
We
understand further th4t the Senate will use a report of the
"planning process" to make recommendations to our new
administration.
During our meeting of 10/30/91, we outlined particular components
which we believe need to be considered in the "planning process."
we agreed that all of this "planning process" should be considered
in light of the University Plan.
The components to be considered are as follows:
A.

Procedure for the academic plan
design of plan
1.
approval of plan
2.
implementation of plan
3.
evaluation and revision of plan
4.

B.

Flow chart of responsibility
responsibilities of the administration
1.
responsibilities of the senate/faculty/students
2.

c.

Scope of plan (examples}
graduate work
1.
general education
2.
undergraduate majors
3.
etc.
4.

RECEIVED

MEMORANDUM
TO: Senate Executive Committee
PROM: Senate Budget Committee
,
Barney Ericks011J Chair
DATE: November 12, 1991
RE: Salary dismbution proposal ior 1992 allocation

J/4.·

NOV 1 2 1991

CWU FACULTY SENATE

{Ifl/

After several meetings ,n.th the Senate Budget Committee, Courtney Jones and others '?ffl are
Jeferring tt.Le enclosed proposal 10 y.iu for your direction back to w.
1

Th.e Depanment Chair pan oft.he budget concerns w greatly. Since the deparonent chairs were pm
of the faculty ba!!e and some are on the faculty mertt list, it seems there should be special
consideration ior 1.hem m the budget considerations. This does not seem 10 be the intent of the
budget bill ho-wever. .two, ,re are quite certain the library facul�; �,ill not tar.e 100 r.indly to r.h.e
,natter l! Tlfe do try to get department c� into T.he faculty category. We do reel t.hl:I i::: The -v,o/ay 10 go
;3ince the department c� are not a "Well-defined group in the budget bill.
We tiave talked 10 Pat O'lirens of ttie library facultJ and he feels that tt1e U:cd.·,rersity, ti.irougtl tJ-ie state
legislature is vio!l;l.ti.ng the contract3 of the library facult'IJ. We have TDld him that r.his looJr.s ill':.e 8.
problem. that the f.l..3sistant AG wright need 10 look inlO or 30me other tj1Je of legal approach. He "1ir-as
go� to talk to the library faculty �.nd try to determine a. direction they rrugM ,nmt to go. 7{e lill'J.
tiaving a difficult time finding how this group i3 much different th.an ar1y o;.tier group especially 1vit1'1
:regs.rd to salary. The Code is nor specific 3.t all .,..rhen we talk about salary �.dju.stm.eni:s. It e,,ffln
,lppears we could tJ.ave multiple salaJy scales if we deemed it necessezy. (I am cenatt1 ttiat was ti.Ot rJ'.Le
intent, hoVP.ver.)
We have wo talked to a few department chairz and explained the ::iimation ,;o them. Some of them,
especially those up i'or merit, 3Ie quite upset mth tile legislatton and have threa.r.ened ro resign unul
e.t'ter the salaxy increa!!e has been taken care of. It appears that those deparonent chair: .,,,ho are 75%
reiea!!ed from teacmrig duties "mil need to be pu.t into the exempt categorJ. If tJm is indeed the case .
then e1rery effort should be made to reward those who are rugh eno�h on tl-i.e merit llit to ha1re been
given mertt. ,;,,,e unders1Bnd 1J',.at several institutions are upset "..rith the catee;onzanon of deparnnent
chem.
It also tuJ."'113 out that if ,.re allovired 1 % of tt.1.e ba!!e to be 1J.Sed for merit, tjJ.e entire m.erit .llit couid '.Ci.OT.
he f1J.nded. Thw . i�,,ren triOu.g.h r.110re people will be effected, the 8% for r.n.erit seems ro be the best
�!Tay to go for this year.
It also zeem.s m me th.aT. a.nv rr-...em airards gr,ren to ta.cul�, be g1�ren m only one sr.ep m.crement3. Tt.e
reason tor t� lZ iri. times 01' lir.l"'.ii:ed resources v,,re should recognize es many people M pozsible :md
not let a select te-v,,r ger �.n lhe b1J.Cr.z. For e 1re'f'I/ faculty member "'"ho gets t'l.ro stepz , :mot.her tac,�ltv
rr.:.ember getz none. �Ne tlu.l'\k tJ'i.i3 iz orJy rea.3onable eince for the pazt t"iro yem tt>.e entire mem list
:as been turu:i.ed.

,. '
B ecau.se of the tenderness of t.he issues at stake, ve wuld like the execun,,e committee to give 1JS a
direction for presentation to the Faculty Senat.e on the 20th. We have no problem with presenting tbJS
proposal as a motion or simply (that's putting it pretty simple too) as a discll!sion it.em for the Senat.e.

)

. .

PROPOSAL FOR SALARY DISTRIBUTION
12 NOVEMBER 1991
PROPOSAL:
A. The Facult"/ Senate recommends that the funds approprtated by tl'ie legislature for salary
increases for the first year of the 1991-93 biennium be distributed as follo'W'S:
1 . Funding for merit be . 8% of the current salariJ base.
2. The remaining 3 .1 % of the salary base be wed to adjwt the salari; scale.
3. Each faculty member receiving me:rit receive exactly one step, i.e. , there be no
multiple step merit increases.
B. Department chairs 'be defined as 'faculty' for the purposes of the salari; bill. (There �re only
about eight of the faculty chairs that meet the definition of academic administrators a.s defir..ed
oy OFM if the definition of 50% t.eacrung holds.)
C. Th.e academic libranans and counselol'3 '17ith facult'J stat\13 (as defined by OFM) be gi',ren a
salary scale adJwtm.ent of 3 .1 % of the base and the remaming . 8% be 11sed for salary
irtequities as defined by the budget bill.
RATIONALE:

J

Due to me ,rording ot the 1991-93 b1J.dget bill as passed by the legislamre, many of tll.e
'faculty' as defined by the Faculty Code are placed in the 'e:cempt' category as defined by
OFM. This creates some pro bl.ems for us at CWTJ since this classlfication by OFM Vl.Olates
the wording in the Code. There seems to be nothing -,,,e can do about that for me fir3t half of
the biennium .. We seem to be loc}'�d in by leg1slati.ve law (not intent).
This law mandates that a.cademic librarians, counselors, and a.cademic administrators be
classified as 'exempt'. ( See enclosed defirdtiorl3 ad.opted by OFM.) Academic
�dministrators are defined as those mostly administering. Th.ere appears to be about eight of
our department chairs who fit this description and the rest can be classified as facult;. AJ a
res1llt ,re are recommending that �re ignore that classifi.cation as , it seems .. most other
institu1ions are doirig.
Th.e librman and counselor situation seems to be different and 'l/ras debated at great length
before OFM finally adopted the definition. The law mandates T.he lib� and collr'.zelorz
receive a minimum of 3 .1 % increase. in order for 1JZ to be in compliance ,nth the lair and t.o
r.eep a ialary !Cale in one piece it zee:l'l1Z appropriate th.at we gi�re e�re:ryone a 3. 1 % scale
adjusnnent and 1.1Se tr.e remamder tor merit and ineqmties.
VP, :rP.alize thi:3 lrould cut i.he merit list 3omewhat, rmt feel that is the best 1,1.lt.emati·ve tor t.hll::
time. Otl'iel""W'i3e we may t,e forced into more T.han one salary icale to take care of all tl'!e
1.ra.rta.tions mat appear in the bill. Also t:i �muze the number of faculty receiving ment.. ;:i.
limit of one step tor ment seems to be the best approach.

OTiiER CONCERN$:
niere seems t:i be some concern regardirig the definition of departm.ent chairs at trus tirtie.
The wording of the definition of faculty by OPM is "Positiol'l3 which condu.ct JJJa:tt{r (Our
italics) instruction or research"' . vrriere do department chairs
have 50% release time
belong? If they are in the faculty pool then we have eight chairs who m in the exempt
categoi:y. If they are in the exempt pool then we t1ave 23 ct.Lairs in me exempt cat.egory. If
the latter is the case then we have some other problems.

,,ho

E11en if everyone buy:3 off on the proposal and the budget bill stays intact aft.er the legislati�re
session is over this next spring, �,e "'ilill not be able t:i folio"'" r.h.e same fonnat for r.h.e second
yea1 of the biennium. They second yea1 mandat.es that all exempt people get at leezt 3. 4% i
of the 3. 9% increa!le. If � did this for faculty also t.here irould only be . 5% for r.nertt and
thatwuldn'tgo vei:yfaI. Butvith the way the ne"WSpape:rs are reporting, maybe "!Te won't
have t.h.e problem next yea1 because tl'..ere will be no money aV'8llable.

Central
Washington
University

Department or Accounting
school or Business & Economics
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-3339
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C'MJ FACULTY SEMiE
To:

Faculty Senate

From:

Karen Adamson, Accounting Department

Date:

October 30, 1991

This is a follow up on my recent conversation with Sue. I wish to resign
from the Parking Violations Committee. This com_mittee is not what I had
anticipated and I would much prefer working on some other assignment.
Please let me know if a replacement can be found. I will continue working
on the committee until someone can be found to relieve me from this
important committee. Thanks.

Date
From:

10/25/91

Charles JlcGehee
Oulir, Faculty Senate
Bouillon 240
Central Washington University
(509) 963-3231
SCAR 453-3231

PLEASE ROUTE TO:

(ii]

UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE:

CJ ---------------John Silva, Psychology
e Denman, Assoc. Dean/CLAS
CJ ___Ann
e=bar ,._ A...ss
Joan -=-M=o=s....
= t
= ,........,De an / B &=E�
Russ
Schultz,
Music
CJ Connie Roberts. Dean/Undergraduate studies
.._...,==-

-=- 1 .....

.....,

._...,.._...,.

rii) For your information
�

For your action

D
D

Need not return

�

Let's discuss

D
D

For your files
Please answer
Please return

l!RSSAGJh

Let's discuss a replacement for Connie

at our 10/29/91 meeting.

Vice Provost and
Dean of Undergraduate Studies

Central
Washington
University

Boulllon 207 I
Ellensburg, Washington 98928
(609) 983-1403
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M EM OR AND U M
TO :

Charlie McGehee
Chair, Faculty Senate

V

FROM:

ConnieRoberts
Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Studies

DATE:

October 23, 1991

SUBJECT:

University Governance

Committee

Please accept my resignation as chair of the University
Governance Committee. I would like to resign completely from the
committee because of the time constraints of my new assignment;
however, I am still committed to the purpose of the committee and
want to continue as a member.
One recommendation needs your consideration. The responsibility
of the chair could be reduced by assigning a reporter for each
session. All members will summarize and submit key points that
need to be included in the report so we have an ongoing summary
of information. The recorder could summarize the input and
distribute copies to the members the following week at the
meeting.
I would encourage the committee to rely on the information
gathered in each session as the foundation for the report. Since
the time frame for gathering this information has been extensive,
we cannot afford to rely on memory. We need to produce a summary
after each meeting.
rd

Central
Washington
University

Office of the Provoat and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
208B Boulllon
Ellenaburg, Washington 98928
(609) 983-1401

RECEIVED

MEMORANDUM

NOV 7 1991
CWU FACULTY SENATE

TO:
FROM:

Donald M. Schllelman, lnteltm Pro�
Vice President tor Academic Anua

DATE:

November &, 1111

SUBJECT:

Restructuring Academic Computing Committee

(JI' v

When we redo the committees for 1992-93 I want to restructure the membership of the Academic
Computing Committee to:
1.

Delete one administrator

2.

Add one representative of the library

3.

Structure faculty appointments from schools as follows:
1.
b.

c.

2 from SB&E
2 from SPS
3 from CLAS

Add I statement to the purpose of the committee to the effect that the committee ought to be
concerned wtth personal computers as well as main frames. (See attachment.)
pc:

Faculty Senate Chair

�..

I '

1992-93 COMMITTEES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

DRAFT

DRAFT

ACADEMIC COMPUTING COMMrnEE
Rlpor1s to:

PrOII08IMce Preeldent for Academic Affairs

Purpose:

AdvlNe and aliat:I the ProvostMoe President for Academic Affairs In aetting policy and reviewing the long-f8nge computing
plans of the lnslltullon. Reviews matters concerning both pereonal and main frame compu181'L

Member8hlp: 7 faculty (2 from SB&E, 2 from SPS. 3 from Ct.AS), 1 Ubraryf11fJ1696i,bdlve, ('2>) ! administrator(�). 1 ex offlclo, 1 8ludant
Nancy tllltqulst (Geography) • • • . . .•. . . • • • . . • • •. (2 yrs)
(2 yrs)
11m Yoxthelmer
Wan8n Slraet (Paydlology) . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • .•. (2 yrs)
W8llllr Arlt (PEHLS) • • • .• • • • • .• • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • (3 yrs)
David Kaufman (Soclology) . • • • • . . • . • • •••• • • . • . (3 yrs)
Sludent_________________

.Im Haskett, Information R9eouroe8 Director (ex officio)
Duane Skeen, Admlnlstndor
Gerald Slally, AdmlnlalratDr
Fred SIMiey, Compuw Science Allloun:e Pinon
Dave Stoda, Information AB8owoN Alllource Pinon
UbnuyRepn,86,,tldlwe
David Anderaon, faculty {Mlllh) • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • • • • (1 yr)
Robert Jacobs, faculty (Polltlcal Science) CtWR • • • • • • (1 yr)
AFFIRMA11VE
Reports to:

'ET} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ACTION ADVISORY COUNCIL

President

Assists In development of policies and procedures and review of affirmative action efforts. (Members appointed by the President).
Membenlhip: 1 dean, 1 member of Association of Administrators, 1 male faculty, 1 female faculty, 1 male civil service, 1 female civil service,
2 students
Don Cummings, Dian
Rose Zwanzlger, AdmlnlslralDr . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . (1993)
.Im Nmnk:ht, Faculty - male (Business Admln) .. . . . .. (1 yr)
Erllce l<lllom, Faculty - female (PEHLS) • • • • • . . . • . • (2 yrs)
AFFIRMA11VE ACTION

Gayle Bender, Civil Service - female • • • • . • •. . • ••• {6/30l93)
Fernando Rgueroa, Civil Service - male ••.•.•.... (&'3MM)
Student • • • • • •. • . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . • . • • • . • . . . • • (6/92)
Student • • • • •• • • • .. • • . • •. • • • .. • • • • • • • . .. .. • (6192)

GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE

Rlpor1s to:

President

Purpose:

A9vlews complaints and findings of the Affirmative Action Director and delermines whether or not the facts warrant a hearing.
(Members appointed annually by the President and serve from September 30-September 30.)

Membership: 1 adminlslralDr, 2 faculty, 2 civil service employees
Torn Eckert, Admlnistndor
Steven Schepman, Faculty (Psychology) . •.. • .• . • • .. (1 yr)
Man:la Zack, Faculty (Education) .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. (1 yr)
BIii Engel, Civil Service ...•.. , •••••••••• , , ••• , (10J92)

Shirley Speer, Civil Service •••.. ..... • • . .. • . . . . • (1<W2)
Eric Peter, Student (Memam Member) . • ••.. .. . .. • . (6,92)
Cherryann Coballes, Student (Altemale Member) . . • • . • (6'92)

ATiil£TICS COMMITTEE
Reports to:

Dean of School of Professk>naJ Studies

Purpose:

Recommends and acts on policies, procedures and problems related to the college athletic program.

Membership: 5 faculty, 3 students, 2 ex officio
Daryl Basler, Faculty Athletic Aepresen1ative (ex officio)
Gary Frederick, Athletic Director (ex officio)
Bhan Bergman, faculty (Home Economics) . . . .. .•. . . (1 yr)
Clint Duncan, faculty (Chemistry) • •. . • . . • • • • • . . • . (2 yrs)
Robert Jones, faculty (Library) • . • • • • . • • • . • • . . . . . (2 yrs)

George Macinko, faculty (Geography) . . . . . .. . . . . . . (3 yrs)
Erllce l<lllom, faculty (PBiLS) . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • (3 yrs)
Student________________

Student-----------------

Student_________________

-1-

11/Ml1

Date
From:

10/25/91
----------

Charles McGehee
Chair, Faculty Senate
Bouillon 240
Central Washington University
(509) 963-3231
SCAif 453-3231

PLEASE ROUTE TO:

[ix]

FACULTY SENATE BUDGET COMMITT EE:

Barry Donahue, Computer S ien e
c::J ----------------c::J Barney Eri k. n, Math (CHAIR
W lf9a n�g Fr = ,c.......::::.::=-=;.:.;;.:;.;;;;;.:::.=-=--c::J __Wayne
Kle n, BEAM
Rex Wir th, P litical S ien e
c

c so

an z::..J
.:.:.o
::,:;=.=..::1.;:: :i.......::....:::..:
mi

Econom i cs

o

c

�

For your information

�

For your action

D
D
D
D
D

c

c

Need not return
For your files
Let's discuss
Please answer
Please return

IIBSSAGB:

Please reply to Frank Carls on' s 10/22

letter (with

copy

to

E xe cutive

If you need access to
files

or

wo uld l i ke

Commi ttee).

old

Budget Committee

copies of

CWU's old salary

s chedules, please request them from Sue Tirotta.
(3231)

/
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University

Samuelson Union Building
Room 102
Ellensburg. Washington 98926
(509) 963-1511
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MEMORAND UM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

ECUTIVE COMMITTEE
FACULTY SEN
�lj �
..h\.
KAREN MOAWAD�RECTOR, SAMUELSON UNION BUILDING
OCTOBER 30, 1991

SAM
UELSON UNION BOA RD
-------------------------------------------------------------

This is to request that the Samuelson Union Board be reinstated as
a University Committee.
I have attached descriptions of the Onion Board's purpose and
membership. This Board meets twice per month during the academic
year.
Please contact me at your earliest convenience regarding the
faculty appointment for the Samuelson Union Board.
Thank you.
jd/karen\unionbrd.rei

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SAMUELSON UNION BUILDING
UNION BOARD
PURPOSE:
The Union Board functions as a sounding board for matters which
involve the operations of the Samuelson Union Building. The
Board develops Union policy and submits said policies to the SUB
Director for approval. Changes or modifications to the existing
policies and procedures may either be initiated by the appointed
membership or by the SUB Director.
The Union Board investigates its topics and issues from their
fiscal realities to their program impact. The Union Board
identifies itself to Central Washington University as a strong
student advocate and at the same time makes it clear that the
Samuelson Union Building is also a community center.
I. MEMBERSHIP:
A. Voting:
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
6)

Non-traditional student - 25 years old or older
Off-campus student resident - Ellensburg area
On-campus student resident
Commuter student - Outside immediate Ellensburg area
SUB student employees (2 ea.)
Faculty member

B. Chairperson:

Representative to Facilities Planning/ASCWU Board of
Directors. (votes in case of tie)
C. Ex-Officio:

Director of Samuelson Union Building
D. Resource Personnel
Director of Student Activities
Food Services Manager
Scheduling Center Coordinator
Recreation Coordinator
Director of Samuelson Union Building (Ex-Officio)
II.

SELECTION:
A. Student request for membership. Final selection to be
agreed upon by Samuelson Union Director and Represent
ative to Facilities Planning.
8. Faculty member appointed by Faculty Senate.

UNION BOARD
PAGE TWO
III.

PROCEDURE:
All meetings will be transacted according to Roberts Rules
of Order.

IV.

V.

PROCESS:
A.

Agenda development and meetings scheduled by student
Chairperson.

B.

Discussion and research by Union Board.

C.

Votes or communications by Union Board.

D.

Proposal made to the SUB Director by Union Board for
action.

MEETINGS:
A quorum for the transaction of business shall be five (5)
of the eight (8) voting members. Any member missing two
meetings during one quarter without a valid excuse may be
dropped from the Board by mutual agreement of the
Chairperson, the Union Director, and/or the appointing
body.
-APPROVED BY BOD
OCTOBER 7, 1991

'
Jhe Samuelson Union Building (SUB) is the community center of
It's organization and program exist to serve

the university.

the entire institutional community.

The word

union

implies a

bringing together, a goal of unity for the institution -- its
students, faculty, staff, and alumni included.

Union

refers not

just to a facility or place, but to uniting members of· the
campus community.

The Union provides for the services,

conveniences, and amenities the University community members
need in their daily life on the campus and for getting to know
and understand one.another through informal association outside
the classroom.

The Director of the SUB is responsible for

management of the Samuelson Union Building and its
programs/boards.

Operational divisions include maintenance,

engineering, custodi�l services, �accounting, various food
services, Games Room, Information and Ticket Booths, University
Store lease, and University Scheduling Center.

The building

houses various student affairs offices and student government
headquarters.

The building also contains two ballrooms, 14

conference rooms, study lounges, and food service facilities
that can be scheduled for use by eligible on and off-campus
groups.
The Sch�dulin�Center s�rves as the communication focal point
through which arrangements are coordinated for all campus
activities, other than regularly-scheduled academic classes,
i.e., meetings, conferences, special meal services, and student
activities.

Central
Washington
University

Faculty Senate
Bouillon 240
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-3231

TO:

SENATE CODE COMMITTEE
Owen Pratz, Psychology (CHAIR)
Cathy Bertelson, BEAM
Russell Hansen, Sociology
John Herum, English
Hugh Spall, Business Administration

FROM:

Charles McGehee, Chair
Faculty Senate

DATE:

November 8, 1991

RE:

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE CHARGE

Please review the attached November 5,
Sessions, Sociology.

1991 letter from Frank

The Code Committee should render an interpretation of the status of
phased retirees and make recommendations to the Senate Executive
Committee at its earliest convenience.
The Executive Committee
will then respond to Dr. Sessions' letter.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

sft (CODCOMM6.MEM)

Central
Washington
University

Depanment 01 Soc1olog�·
Ellensburg. Washing1on 98926
1509) 963-)305

November 5, 1991

RECEIVED

NOV 7 1991

CWU FACULTY SENATE

Professor Charles McGehee
Chair, C.V.U. Faculty Senate
Campus
Dear Professor McGehee:
At a recent Department of Sociology meeting the issue of
clarification of parts of the faculty code was raised. As a result of
this discussion, I believe clarification of parts of the faculty code
is in order.
Section 9.92, F and G states:
F.

G.

During phased retirement, retirees shall retain all the
tenure and seniority privileges they had at the time of
retirement. They shall not be excused from any
performance standards applied to the faculty at large,
except as provided herein.
The phased-retiree shall be required to meet all the
obligations of classroom teaching, including holding
office hours, but he shall not be required to perform
other duties such as research, public service, service
on departmental and other university committees and
acceptance of special assignment. A phased-retiree may
serve on university committees according to section
9.95B.10.

I interpret the above to mean that phased retirees have no
obligation to participate in faculty meetings, for example, but have
the right to attend and vote if they so choose.
On the other hand, Sections 2.10, 2.15 and 2.20, dealing with
definitions and rights of faculty, may negate Section 9.92 F and G.
"As used in this code, the word 'faculty' shall mean only those
individuals employed full-time by the university", implying that
phased retirees are no longer faculty. (2.10). Yet, note that, in
2.20, part-timers are referred to as part-time faculty. "The voting
of part-time faculty... (not included in Section 2.10) and student
representatives on departmental matters shall be determined by the
full-time faculty of that department.... " Are phased retirees
"faculty" or are they not? Also, Section 2.20 suggests that
departments can seat phased-retirees in meetings and allow them to
vote.

Charles McGehee
Page Two
November 5, 1991
A number of other questions regarding phased retirees may need
clarification. These are:
1.

Are phased retirees part-time? Clearly they are paid
for part-time work, but they can and sometimes are on
campus up to full-time. For example, I taught a 40%
academic year load of 15 hours fall quarter, 1990.
The same academic year I spent winter and spring
quarters on campus researching_and writing a paper
which I presented to the Vestern Social Science
Association meetings.

2.

If phased retirees teach full-time for a quarter, do
they not retain the rights of full-time status during
that particular quarter?

3.

Is the spirit of the code violated if phased retirees
are excluded from participating in departmental
affairs? Perhaps professors who have some 25 or 30
years invested in this institution should be afforded
different status than part-time graduate assistants
or part-time adjuncts.

Your immediate attention to this matter is appreciated.

sin:�=��:J,_________
�; Sessions
Professor

CC:

David Kaufman, Chair, Department of Sociology
Valter H. Arlt (Spike), President, AFT

AME.RICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY - LOCAL NO. 3231
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON

98926

RECEIVED

NOV 1 3 1991

November 8, 1991
Professor Charles McGehee
Chair, Faculty Senate
Campus

CWU FACULTY SENATE

oear Charles:

As chair of the Grievance Committee of cwu Federation of Teachers
(AFT), I received a copy of the letter Emeritus Professor Frank
Sessions sent to you concerning the rights of phased retirees under
the Faculty Code. CWU-FT agrees with Professor Sessions that the
code is ambiguous in this regard and needs clarification. we would
urge that the code be amended to make clear that phased retirees
have the same right as other faculty members to participate in the
deliberations of their departments on a basis of equality with the
other departmental members. We believe this should be done for the
following reasons:
Phased retirees are still actively teaching, though on a
part-time basis.
During their time of full-time service they developed a
fund of knowledge and expertise concerning departmental
matters and the university, as well as their field of
specialization, which can be invaluable to departments as
they deliberate on the problems facing them.
Their long and faithful service to the university has
earned for them the right to be treated as valued elder
statesmen, not as used-up servants whose existence is
only marginal to the university and its purposes.
The granting of emeritus status is intended, not to
demote the retiree, but to honor him/her and to permit
him/her to participate in as much of the life of the
university as he/she chooses.

1.

2.

)

3.
4.

Thank you for your consideration of this issue.
Sincerely,
t

�:: ::�ittee
CWU-FT (Local 3231, AFT)

cc�

Frank Sessions

Central
Washington
University

Office of the Provost and
Vice Prealdent for Academic Affairs
208B Boulllon
Ellenaburg, Washington 98928
(509) 983-1401

November 8, 1981

RECEIVED

NOV 1 3 1991
CWU FACULTY SENATE
Dr. Charles L. McGehee, Chair
Facutty Senate
Campus
Dear Dr. McGehee:
Attached are copies of letters from Dean Cummings and Dr. Hansen requesting a change In
the status of the Law and Justice Program. It is their desire to have the program become a
department.
By way of this letter I am seeking the reaction of the Facutty Senate to the proposed change.
I would appreciate a response within a few weeks. Thank you.

Z:

Donald M. Schllesman
Interim Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

pc:

Dean Cummings

PR\191.247

,.

Central
Washington
University

I

OHice of 1he Dean
College of Leners. Ans and Sciences
Ellensburg. Washing1on 98926
(509) 963-1858

RECEIVED

lUG D 8 1991

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST
August 6, 1991

Dr. Robert Edington
Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

c.w.u.

Dear Dr. Edington:

As you can see from the attached letter, the Law and Justice
Advisory Committee has voted to change Law and Justice from a
program to a department. That is very good news for me, because I
was expecting an interminable and gratuitous debate. I believe we
should move on this with all possible dispatch. But I am not sure
how one goes about establishing a department. I would imagine
that the Faculty Senate should be involved and the Executive
Group. I'm not interested in replicating the somewhat streamlined
approach one of my predecessors employed in setting up the
Gerontology Department. I assume that I have to start writing
things, but I know neither what nor to whom.
I am thanking you in advance for your support.

Dean

IJ

'

I•

Central
Washington
University

Program in Li.I\\" ,mct Jus1ict>
E.llenshur�. \\',1sl1inj,\1on !IHD:?tj
1 :;om �n: 1-: l:.!OH

SC.-\;\; �:;:J-.l..!08

July 22, 1991
Don cummings, Dean
CLAS
Campus
Dear Don:
At our 7/12/91 meeting the LAJ Advisory committee decided
unanimously to change Law and Justice from a program to a
Seven of ten voting members were present and the
department.
decision thus represents a significant endorsement of the
departmental concept by the committee.
I recommend that we now
necessary for this change.
this proposal.
Sincerely,
Russell
mkd

w.

Hansen, Director

undertake the administrative steps
Let me know what I can do to advance

October 17, 1991
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I'll
COURSE

CHANGB - 3 CHANGES
AS IT APPEARS
ART 314. Art Since 1945 (4).

PROPOSED
ART 414. Recent Art (4). Prerequisite, ART 337 or ART 453. The
visual arts of the last twenty-five years, including the
traditional forms ot painting, sculpture and architecture, and
newer forms including video, computer and performance art.

....�··.��·�Jam
.'·
�·
COURSE ADDITIONS

CPSC 187. Introduction of C Programming (4). Prere9uisites, KATH 130 or HATS
163.1 or equivalent. Mathematical and logical algorithas are translated into C
programs. Three hours lecture and tvo hours laboratory per veek. KAY NOT COUNT
TBB CPSC MAJOR OR MINOR.
FOR
- -.
---

---·-·

CPSC 362. Principles of Langu�e Design
(4). Prerequisites, CPSC 361 Stor
aana.ge.lllent tn p rog r am.ml� languages, IIparal
lel processing, object-orien,:
applicative languages. three hours lectu
re, tvo houra lal>o ra t!

:!�'�!:t�ng,

ry

PROGRAM CBANGBS
Bachelor of Science,
Artificial Intelligence Option
Information Syste.a Option
Softvare Design and Application Option
AS THEY APPEAR

Information Syslems Oplion

11w information systems optjon ls designftt to prepre system I
analysts and designns. applications prognrnmen. and inlor·
mation mriev.aJ specialists for Uw busir�s world. This option
is an amalgam of some ol 1he technology of soflw.ne Jesign
�nd •pplication and lM mettiodologies of managemenl sci·
ftl('e.
Credits

Coursa

CPSC JlO, FundamenlalsofCompuler�l ........ _ ...............4
CPSC 111, Fundamentalsof Computer Sci� n ....................... 4
CPSC 265. Elementary Data Structures··-····················-···············•
CPSC 274':, COBOL
Cf'SC 274f, LISP OR
CPSC 274J, PROLOG ...:............................................___··-··········.3
CPSC 274G. SNOBOL OR
274l,
CPSC 310, Non Procedural Languages...-..................................... 4
CPSC 320, MachiM Sbucture and Programming ........................ 4
CPSC 340, Introduction lo f"de Processing.·---·····----···············"
CPSC lSS, Adv� COBOl...-······'········--··--····-·--···············4
Cf'SC 361, Principles ol unguage Design...............-................... 4
CPSC 420, O.t.1base MaNgeiMnl Syslellll---·--··---········-··"
CPSC 470, OpeTating Systnns.................. -··-··-·-···---····-·"
CPSC 480, Software Design .....................,-··-·-····---··········"
I
CP5C '81, Software Design Project .........-...................................2
1
r� 4Q:, l...:1Mra!NV [1P('riE'nC'E' in Te�rhinc

-·-··-···-··-···············-··················-················.3

CPSC

ICON-----·········-·················-·············-··--···············.J

c�

...

I

ACCT 251 and 252. Accounting Principles OR
ACCT 301 and 302. MaNgerial Acrounling................_.,,_ ...... 10
ECON 201, Principles ol Micro Econonomics ···············-···-···.....S
OMIS 221, Business Stalistics ......................................................... .5
OMIS 386, MIS: Da1a and Te,chnology ......................................... -5
OMIS 381, MIS: ANJysis and Design ............................:..............5
MA
170, lntuiti� C:.kulus OR
172.1, Calculus ·--·-·······.. w···················-·····-·················-"
MA
230, Discrele Mathematics .................................................5 1
MA
ENC 310, Technia.l Writin&-······-·····..··········--···- .....................4
Select &om the fotlowirtg-···-·--··-,.--··-·····..·-···-···········-·····-·.8
CPSC 321, Systems Progniruning
CPSC 383, Logical Design
CPSC 410, Fomw La.ngu,.v Theory
CPSC 418, Miaoprocessor Systems
CPSC 427, AJgoriUun AN.ly,;is
CPSC 43.5, Sunulation
CPSC 440, Compu ter C.raphicl
CPSC 450, C-ompu ter Network., a.nd Data Communications
CJ'SC 45.5, ArtlfidaJ tn1dl.igenoe
CJ'SC 460, Optimhation
CJ'SC 465, Compiler l)esjp
CPSC 490, Coopentiw f.ducallon Cmaxlmum 4 credits)

nt
nt
nt

Total

no
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Artlfid,1 lnltlligtn� Option

nw artificial intelligetn option is dnjgned top�� 1ppli·
alions progr1mmen in lhe ,m ol � intelligetn. Thow
chooling this option would h.a� interests in human 1.an�• r,
.
learning. problem solving and lM modefina ol hunwn lhinki ng
.
_
� in general Cndu.ates will hive progr�ng s1?11s
matins lo �ttem rn,tching, lcnowledg"' rq,resent.,tion, logiaJ
ra,ocung. n.1tur,I language processing ind expm systems. In
addition. sra<1uates will h,ve I broad �I background
wtudt will .allow them to .dapt radDy to new denlopmenb
In the 6fld,
Cttdlta

)

CPSC 110, FundamenLlb ol Computff Science 1 .........................4
CPSC 111, fundamentlls ol Computer� 11 .......................4
CPSC 265, Eleinent.ary D.it, Sbvcture ........................................4
CPSC Z74F USP...'......--·----·-··········-··- ······-······---1
CPSC Z74J,' PROL()C ··--·--·-·--·---·-·-···........................3
CPSC Z74C, SNOBOL Olt
CPSC Z74L. ICON ...-,..---·-----·--·- ..-·--··--···....... -1
CPSC 320, Machine Structure and Prognmming .................... -.4
CPSC 340, Introduction to File Processing ................. -..............4
Cl'SC 361, Principles of Language Design ..................-,.., ...........4
CPSC 427, Algorithm An.alysil _................................................... 4
CPSC 4SS, ArtiJici,J lntetligenot------·---··-·........................4
CPSC 458, ArtificuJ lntelligtnct Proittt------.. -.......................2
CPSC 410, Operating Systl!mS ArchitectuiY ____.................... -4
CPSC 480, Software Design .....-...... -........................................4
CPSC 481, Softwatt Desip Projl!ct ..._,_,.............................. .2
CPSC 492. Laboratory� Tudl.ing CPSC.................. .3
MA1lf 172.1, Calculus ..,___....................-................................ .5
MAnt 230, Discrete Mathematics --·---·······.......................5
MA1lf 311, Statistical Concq,ts and Mdhods ............................ .5
ENC 310, Technical Writing.:.,_..________ .............................(
ENG 320. English Gramrnar.......................-....,.............................4
ANrn 382, �ptive Linguistics ...._, __ ,................................4
PHIL 360, Symbolic Log;c...................... -....-................................ .5
PHIL 461, Theory ol Knowled� ·-··-··--·--·-···........................ .5
PHIL 463, Philosophy of Mind .....,....__,.,......................_ .......... .5
PHIL 470, Philosophy of ungu.t�---·---,............................... .5
PHJL 480, Philosophy of Sciencr .........,_......................,-............ .5
Tobi 108

Cffif111
I
.
CPSC no, Funcwnentals o1 Compum Sdence 1_.._____,
CPSC 111, Fund.ammtall ol CunpiulB � D ------4
CPSC 265, Eemenia.ry Data Stnldurel--·-·----4
CPSC Z74F, USP OR
0'9C 274J, PROl.OG-----------·---·-·J
CPSC Z74G, SNOBOL OR
CP9C2141. ICON-·---·----------1
CPSC 214, Programming Langu.ap Swvey, ID)' not tu.en __,
CPSC 320, MachineSbucture and �---4
CPSC 321, Sys:tans Prognmming----------4
CPSC 340, Introduction lo� Proces.s.ing ......, ___,_____,.___4
CPSC 361, Principles ol unpge Design -··..·----..._.._____4
CPSC 383, Logiail Desip---.. --,.....................--.....................4
CPSC 427, Algorithm ANly,is .... -....-..-...,...-........................4
CPSC 470, Operating Systems Ardutecturt .................................4
CPSC 480, Software Design-......_.................................................( ·
CPSC 481, Softwatt Design Project-.....-...................................2
CPSC 492, Laboratory Expmence in Teaching CJ'SC ..... -.., ...-.3
MA1lf 172.1 and 1n.2, Cakvlus ................................................10
MArn 230, Di.screte M.lthetnatics .................................................5
MArn 311. Sutistial Concepts .and Methods.....__,.................5 ,
ENG 310, TechnicaJ Writing ...............-..................................:......4 i
Seled from the foUowing ....._..........................................-........... 16
CPSC 410, Formal Language Theory
CPSC 418, Microproces.501' Systems
CPSC 420, Dalabast Management Systems
CPSC 435, Simulation
CPSC 440, Computer Guprucs
CPSC 450, Computer Networks and Data Communications
CPSC 455, Artificial Intelligence
CPSC 460, Optimization
CPSC 465, Compiler Desip
.
.
CPSC 490, Cooperative Eduation (Ma..iumum 4 credits)

I
i

..,,

October 17, 1991
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CQ'IWr.rll'""�-�
PROPOSID;.. . . : .. "'
INl'ORMAfIOII SYSTEMS OITJOII

TH Inforutloa S11t1U Option 11 dttl9necl to prep,are 1y1tM analyata
and de1l9ner1, app11c.t1ou pr09raaer1, and laforution retrle•al
1peclal11t1 for tM budneH world. ftl1 optioa la aa aul9H of acae
of tbe tecbnol097 of 1ottwar1 dellp and appUcatloa and Uat
.. thodologl•• of unagemeat 1clence.

•

l'wldaaentala of Coapvter 8c1ence ! ••••••••••••••••••••,
CPIC 110,
runduenta la of Coaputer Science 11 ••••••••••••,••••••4
CPIC 111,
Sleuntarr DIil.i Structar11••••••••••••••••••, •••,.,,.,4
·epec 2651
Pr09ruaJ.ng t..ln9Ua91 lurwe, - COBOL,, •••••••••••••• ,,.J
CP8C 27.C:1
Progr.-in9 LID9',1191 lurv•r - c•••••••••••••••••••••••J
.. CPIC 27411
lk>n-Proc.edural t.anquage1•• �•••••••••••••••••••••••••••,
CPSC 3101
JIAcllln• Structure and Progr... ln9•••••••••••••••••••••4
CP8C 3201
Jatroductlon to Pill Proc111ln9,,•••••••••••••••••••••,
CP8C 34 01
Advanced COBOL•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CPSC 3551
Principle• of r.anvuaga De1l9111•••••••••••••••••••••••,
CPSC 3611
Pr 1nc1pl11 of Lanvuaga 0.1lp JI ••••,.,••••,,,.,.,,•••4
•• CP8C 3,21
Dat1ba1e JCan.ageaent 8y1teu •••••••••••••••••••,•••••••,
CP8C 4201
Operatlnt 8y1te•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CP8C 4701
Software De1l911, •••••, ••, ••,••••••••••••••••••••••••••,
CPSC 4801
Softv&re Desl9n Project., ••••••••,••••••••••••••••••••2,
CP8C 4111
t.abcrratozy 2xperie.na! TeachmJ in Calpiter Scienoe ............., J 1
CPSC O 2 a
(
ACCT 251 I 252 a ri.nancial A.ccountin9 l and II ca
301 , 3 0 2 � Aooountinq Arwyai.a , Managerial Ac:o:,.Jnt..ing Malyai.t, •• 10 (
Prlnclples of Economic, Micro ••••••••••••• , , ••••••••5 I
ICON 2011
Bu1lne1a Stat11tict •••••••••••••••••• , •••,, ._••••••••••5 I
ONJS 2211
ONJS 38 6 I � J.nfO.tm,!lt:i.a\ Syst:.a.1 Data an! Technolo;ry. • , • • • •• •,•,•, , •,,. ••5 ·
ONJI 317 I Mana,:pDent In!m:mat.kl\ Sysu.na1 Analyaa and Deaign ..................... s ,
JntuiUv. Calculu1 01
JtATB 1701
Calcalua••.••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,••••5
172.l
Dl1crete JCatbem.atict ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,•••S:
MTB 2301
Technical Wrltln9 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,
D1Q 3101
Total••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••,.,
Select froa the followin91
Systeu Prograaa11)9
CPSC 321s
CPSC llls
Logic De•i9D
,oraal t.an9ua9e Theory
CPSC '10 •
Klcroproc�esor Sy1tt.a1
CJ>SC 4111
Algorltha Analy1l1
CPSC 4271
Simulation
CPSC 435:
Computer Graphics
CPSC 440:
C0111uter Network &nd Data COfflDlunlcation
CPSC 4501
Artificial Intelligence
CPSC 4551
Opti•i�ation
CPSC 4601
Compiler Design
CPSC 4651
CO::>perative Education
CPSC 490:
(Kaxlmua C credits)
TOTAL

j

··----·
October 17, 1991
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...1.,'mffDUIII
, ...
�

ROPOSID
AIITUICL\L llffa.LIG!HCI OPTJCII
n. &rtltlc!al 1ntelll9ence Optloe l• de•l9ned to prepare appl1cat1ou
progruaen la tb• area of artUlclal lntelU9ence. tboH chooal119,
latere•t• lo b11111a langua9e, learDlnt, pr�l•!
tbl• option would
ot buaaa thlulnt proceHu la general.
aod•11Dt
tile
and
lY1Dt
.o
all l:1111 relating to pattern Mtcbt .. ,
pr09ra.11aJ119
H
ba
will
GraduatH
ut11ral laD9Ua9e
l09lcal reaeonlng,
•nowledt• repreHntatloe,
_ expert ay1t...
ID 1dd!Uon, graduat .. wUl baff a
proctttiD9 and
broad conceptual bacluaround wblcb will aUow tba to adapt rudJ.lJ to
aew 4eveJop11ent• la the field.
runc!aaentala of CCllplater lcience 1•••••••••••••••••••t
CPSC 110•
Pundaaentala of Coaputer lclence 11 ••••••••••••••••••t
CP8C 111,
Zluentar1 Data ltructurH.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CP8C 2'51
Pr09r...tD9 Language Survey• c••••••••••••••••••••••J
•tCPaC 27'8•
Prograaa!ng Language lun17 • LISP•••••••••••••••••••J
CP8C 274PI
Machine Structure and Pr09ramaint•••••••••••••••••···'
CPSC 3201
Introductlon to Pile Proce11lDf•••••••••••••••••••••·'
CPSC 3C01
Pr!nc!pl11 of L&ngua9e De1lp ! •••.•••••••••••..•••••,
CPSC 3611
Principl11 of t.an9ua9e.De1ign 11•••••••••••••••••••••,
•�3Ua
Algor1tba Ina lya la ••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••,
CP8C U7a
Artificial tntelll91nc. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t
CP8C OS1
Artificial lntelll91nce Pioject, •••••••••••••••••••••2(
CP8C ,s11
Operatlnt IJ•t... Architecture•••••••••••••••••••.'•••,
CP9C 4701
Soltvare Dt•lP•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CJ>8C 4801
Sottvare 0.1l9D Project••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2
CPSC 4811
tab oratca:y !!lqlerlenoe Tea.ching 1n caiprt.er Sc.1enoe ••••••••••••J
CP8C 021
c.a1culu1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••••••••••••••••I
KA'ff 172,11
D11crete KltheJ1M1tice•••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••S
MAfl 2301
Statl1tlcal Concept• and J&ethod•••••••••••••••••••••••
KATII Jlla
Tectulical Wr1tint••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'
1t110 no,
ln9111b Gruaar•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t
DIQ 3201
Deacr!ptin �lngul1tlca••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,
ARff 3121
t t t t
t t
t • t t t t t5
� tiD S!,!lix)l.Jc �
PBIL 3501
Theo
rJ of bovled9e•••....••..•.••...••••.•••.•••..••s
PJUL 4'11
Philosophy of Mind •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••S
PBI.L 4631
Philosophy of Language � Ccmruni.cat.i.a,,,,, ••••••••••••• s
PB.rt, 4701
Philosophy of Sc!ence••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••s
PBIL 4801
lOt
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SOM'WARZ DESIGH AND APPLICA1'10N OP'l'IOII
Tbe Software Desl9n and Appllcat1on1 Option 1• dealgnH to give
gradu,1te1 requhite 1kil11 and uoderatandln9 to function aa coaiputer
aclenthtl, Those choolin, thh opti on vould �ve 1ntaresta la 1ucb
•real 11 under1 tandin9 cognitive proce11e•, developing progra.mmlng
technique•, and advancing computer aa well •• computer-related
1'boH choo1in9 thle optJoa w1111
te-chnol097.
underatand b.u1c
coaputer or9an!1at!on and architectur11 underatand the eluienta,
1t�1Jcture, and design· 6f programming lang.,age11 know what general typea
of problems are amenable to computer solution, be able to design algorithm•
for th e solution of these problems, write programs with professional style,
thoroughly documenting the 1olution a• well a• the re1ulta1 evaluate
pr09ram1 proposed to 1olve given problem11 be able to evaluate the
iaplication1 of individual or teaa perfoniance on computer-related vork.
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rundAuntale of Ccflputer lclence I•••••••••••••••••••••
CP9C 1101
rundaaentala of Coaputer lclence 11••••••••••••••••••••
CP9C 1111
lleMnta� Dita ltraoturu•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···• /
CPIC 2,s,
,,09rua!D9 t..nguag• lur•er - c. •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •.•• ,
"Ot1C 27411
Kachln• ltructare alMt •r09raaal119•••••••••••••••••••••t .
Cl1IC 3201
8y1t... tr09raaJnt••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CPIC 3211
latroductloa to Ille ,rOCfftl,••••••••••••••••••••••••
CPaC J401
Principlea of t.an9U19e Dea1p ••••••••••••••••••••··"
c.ac ,,1 1
Pr .lnclplta of t..n;uaGe De1ln JI••••••••••••••••••••• A 1
.. CP8C Jf2,
Logical Dt1l9n ••••
c,,sc llJi
A19oritha Anal11l••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••
CP8C 427•
Operatlnt tyatea �cbltectur••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CP1IC 470a
Software Dtatp••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••,
09C ,10,
Software Dt1!9n Project•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a
CP9C 411 1
E>q,er:ieroe Teact,.inlJ In 0:llpJt.er Science• • • • • • • • • • • • •••J
Lab:nt.ocy
CPSC 4 t2 a
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11
Calcalaa
MB 172.1,112.21
Dl•cr1te Jlatheaatic1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••S.
KAfll 2301
Statitt.leal Cooc1pt1 and ..thod1 •••••••••• ••.••••••••• ,5
KAff 311 1
Wrlt!n9••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••.••••••••••,
Technical
ma; 3101
Select fr011 th• followlD91 !otal•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11
ror.. 1 Language Theory
CPSC ,101
Nlcroproce11or 8y1teaa
CPSC ,11,
osc 4201 O.taba11 MAnageaent Sy1tesa
St.ulltloa
CPSC 4351
· · •'
C011puter Craphlc•
CPSC 4401
,
·
!on
Commun!cat
and
ta
Da
letvorltt
Computer
CPSC ,so,
Artil!cial Iatelllience
asc 455•
Opt!Jlhatloa
CPSC f601
eoapuer De1f911.
CPSC '65 I
( MaximUJI 4 cred.It•)
CPSC '90 1
O::qerative Fwcat.i0n
TOTAL
-.
00•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

)

------.,--.,._..___________
.. ASH.APPEARS -- --Bachelor of Science

Scientific Computing Option
the 9dentific computing Of6on II deslpd lo pttpatt �
tilic appliaHon progra.mmera. "l1IOle choosing this option
would haw interests in prognmming for biologkal. physol.
and 90CiaJ scientists womng In researdl, and thus, would in
gmnal be concerned with zn,thnnatical, scientific, or np·
nttring apptiations. Those choosing this option wiD: under·
stand b.isic compulrr organiution •nd uchilectutt; under•
sbnd the �Is. s.tructwe And desi9' cl prognuuning lan
guages; know wlwl g� types ol problems ue .IJJ"oeNblt lo
compulrr solution ol these problems. This option i., An Amal
pm ol sonw ol the technology ol software design a.nd applica
tion and 11w methodologjes ol malhematial sden(oe.
CoulMII

CPSC 110, Fundamentals ofComputer� I...........___,
CPSC 111, Fundamentals olComput«� D ..,______,
CPSC �. Eesnentary Dita Structures-·--.-·-·--·····--'
CfSC 274A. JORT1t4N OR
Cl'SC 2141, APL..._.._______________..___________,
CfSC 274G, SNOBOL OR
Cl'SC 2141., JCON ..._..___ ·---·---·---J
CfSC 27CF, USP OR
CPSC 274J, PROLOG-,...__________,.,,_,_____..3
Cl'SC 320, Machine Structure And Programming ......,..___,
... -·,.. . ·""--·----�-•

---

----·-

CPSC 340, Introduction to filr Prol'essing----.....................4
CPSC 361, Principles olunguage Design-----··--······--•
CPSC 383, Logical Desip------·-··-----·-·-·--.................4
CPSC 421, Algorithm Analysis ......__....,_,_______...,....................f
CPSC 470, OpE-rating Systems Architemttt ......-.......................,
CPSC 492, Laboratory Experience in Tuching CPSC .................1
MATH 1n.1 and 172.2.,Calrulus ........._........-............................10
MATli 230, DiSCTf1e Mathematics ··-..·-··---·-···..·······--······----.S
MATii 265, Linear Algebra_...........................,.... ___,..,...................4
MArn 212.1 and 272.2, Calrulus ................... ______, ............. 10
MATii 311, St.ltisticalCon«>pts and Methods ·--·····-................5
MATii 376. 1. Element.uy OifferentiaJ Equations ........................3
MATii 481.1 and 481.2., Numerical Analysis ................................6
ENG 310, Technical Writing.......................-.. ,..-............................4
Se1ec1 from the following ................................. ____ ,,................. 12
CPSC 410, Formal Language Theory
CPSC 418, Microprocessor Systeins
CPSC 420, Dau� Management Systems
CPSC 435, Simulation
CPSC 440,Computer Graphics
CPSC 450, Computer Networks and Dai. Communk:atioN
CPSC ffl, Al1ific:al lntelligent"e
CPSC 460, Optim.iz..atioll
CPSC 46.S, Compi)ff Oesip
CfSC ,._ Computer Softwm Desip
CPSC 490. C.OOperatiw Education (uwdmum 4 aedlts)
ToW 109
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fCIDffIPIC COKPOTIIIG OPTJOII

ba••

!be Sclentlflc Coautlnt Option 11 d•1l9ned to prepare aclentlflc
t'boH c:hoollDI tbil optioa "Ould
appUcatlon progrUDera.
Jnterettl 1D pr,ru.1119 for blol09lcal, phyllcal, aDCI aoclal
1c!1ntl1t1 vorklD9 n r11earcb and Ulu..t, would ln 91n1ral, be concerned
fboH
wltb •t,beutlcal, 1clent1tla, or en9lnHrlD9 appllcatlone.
choo1lD9 tbi1 opeloa •1111 und•r•tand ba1lc c-oaput•r or9anlaattoa and
archittcturer under1tand the elueat1,· 1tructur11 and dtdta of
pr ogrualnt lan9ua911r know what 9entral type, of probl... are
uendable to coaputer 1olut1oa of theH probl.... Tblt optloa te u
&1Ul9u of 1oee of tbe tech.nolo,n of 1ottvar1 d11l9a and appUcat1oa
and the aetbodol09lH of Nt.htutlcal 1chnc..
CPSC 1101
CPSC l lls

CPSC 265•

*'\:PSC 27411
CPSC 3201

321&
340•
CP8C 3611
*"'cPsc 362a
CPtC
CPtC

runduentala of Coaputer Science?••••••••••••••••••••••
runduentala of Coaputer Science 11•••••••••••••••••••• ,
lleaenUrJ Data 8tructur•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··'
Progrualng Language 8urv•J - c••••••••••••••••••••••••J
Machine Structure and Progruat109., •••••••••••••• ••••••,
Sy1teu Pr09rualnt•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IntroductJoa to 711• Proce11lD9•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pr!nelple1 of f.an9Ua9e Deal9n 1•••••••••••••••••••••••• ,
Prlnc!pl•• of Language De1!9D 11•••••••••••••••••••••••+
tot1c Dealgn•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,f
Algorithll AnAly1t1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CPSC llla
CPSC •211
Operating Syat ... Architecture ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,
CPSC C70a
"CPSC Cf2a
Laboratory £,cperienoe Teachin:I 1n COip.rt.er Sc1ence •••••••••• ,. ,J
-MATll 172.T;rll:J-,--C.lcuiu-.••••••••••• ,••••••••• ,., ••••••••••••••••••10
D11crett IIAtbe.JUtica., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••S
MATII 2301
MATB 26Sa
Linear Algebra!••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
MATS 272 .1, 272. 2 a Jllltivariabl.e Cal.Qll.ua, ••••••••••• • • • •, • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • .10

S t�t!1tieal Concept• and Netbod1•••••••••••••• ,., ••••••5
EleaenUry Differential Bquat!od., •••••••••••• , ••••••• 3
KATS ca1.1,,a1.2, Nwaerical Analy1l1••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• ,
Techntc1l Wrltin9•••• , ••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• ,
ENC 3101
Select froa tbt follov!n91 A total of••••·••••••••• ,••,••,•••••••••••12
CPSC no,
ronaal tangua9e TbeorJ
Nlcroprocea1or Sy1teu
CPSC 411a
DatabaH IIAnagement Sy1teu
CJ>SC 4201
CPSC CJSa
Siaulat1oD
CPSC 4C0a
Computer Graphic•
CPSC 4551
Artifical ?ntelligenct

KATB 3111
MATB l76.la

CPSC
CPSC
CPSC
CJ>SC
CPSC

450:
460:

465:

480:

00 a

Computer Retvorka and Data Communlction1
Opt1aizat1on

Compi ler Design

Computer Software Deel�n
Cooperative Mucat.im

TOTAL

(Maximum 4 credlta)

